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ABSTRACT 

 

The study of expertise and superior performance can be more imperative when 

performance will be assessed in real-life conditions and professions. The present study’s aim was 

to capture the performance of expert marksmanship through the observation of error-detection 

awareness - an essential anticipatory and cognitive skill in expert performance. Two research 

paradigms were employed to study this phenomenon: (a) neuro-cognitive tracking, and (b) think 

aloud protocol. The neuro-cognitive paradigm consisted of tracking brain activity via the use of 

neuro-imaging technology (electroencephalography, EEG). The “think aloud” paradigm 

consisted of tracking thoughts and sensation expressed during shooting preparation. Both 

approaches relied on chronometric experimental procedures using a warning stimulus and 

subsequent imperative stimulus (using Tenenbaum & Summers’ model, 1997) to uncover the 

temporal progression of error-detection. The magnitude of error-detection signals associated with 

specific actions was measured by observing the error-related negativity (ERN, a neural signal 

related to the commission of errors), along with overt verbal report from performers (see 

Ericsson & Simon’s think aloud protocol, 1984). Findings of the current observation suggest that 

superior skill-levels in a self-paced sport rely less on visual feedback in awareness of 

performance error relative to the inferior skill-levels. The intermediate displayed a 

disproportionate reliance on visual feedback relative to non-visual feedback, which emphasizes 

the importance of attaining a proper awareness of performance error through particular sources 

of feedback that are developed throughout the expertise. The practical implementations of these 

observations could eventually facilitate the transition of performers from the lower levels of 

expertise to the higher levels. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

Research in expert marksmanship has considerably focused on a variety of marksman 

characteristics including physical, physiological, and psychological (Era, 2007; Era, Konttinen, 

Mehto, Saarela, Lyytinen, 1996; Hendrick, Paradis, Hornick, 2008; Konttinen, Lyytinen, & Era, 

1999; Gates, 1918; Mononen, Konttinen, Viitasalo, Morrison, & Vila, 1998; Tremayne, & Barry, 

2001; Zatsiorsky, & Aktov, 1990). Nonetheless, most of the research on expert marksmanship 

described the differences between expert and novice performance without any theoretical 

framework (Chung, Delacruz, Vries, Bewley, & Baker, 2006), or considering dissimilar sources 

of feedback benefiting performance at different levels of expertise.  

The principal goal of this study is to explore the neural characteristics and cognitive 

mechanisms of marksmanship error-detection and its relevant sensory information (EDASI) in 

the hierarchy of expertise. To begin with, the definition of expert performance and its related 

theoretical framework, particularly deliberate practice (Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Römer, 

1993), are addressed. The deliberate practice framework emphasizes the role of feedback in the 

acquisition of expert performance. A proper feedback from internal sources (e.g., body and 

posture sensations, muscles, and joints), or external sources (e.g., environment, opponents, or 

coaches) regulates the cognitive processing of the motor activity by feeding the relevant 

perceptual information required for working memory and decision-making.  

In dynamic sports, the use of feedback for making adjustment in upcoming events has 

been studied under the concept of anticipation, which is an essential characteristic of superior 

performance (Abernethy, 1986; Abernethy, 1990; Cauraugh, Chen, Steinberg, Frehlich & Wang, 
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1994; Liebermann, & Lidor, 1996; Savelsbergh, Williams, Van der Kamp, & Ward, 2002; 

Tenenbaum, Levy-Kolker, Sade, Rowe, & McKenna, 2001; Tenenbaum & Summers, 1997; 

Williams, Ward, Knowles, & Smeeton, 2002). However, the corresponding studies in the self-

paced sports (e.g., shooting) is almost non-existent. In a self-paced sport, such as shooting, the 

appropriate use of feedback is expected to advance the performance by providing information 

about the performance error. Awareness of error, subsequently manages the required corrections 

of the error until the executed performance meets the expected performance. Hence, the 

appropriate use of feedback and early recognition of the error provide the performer with 

adequate time for further adjustments in his performance. The second objective of this study is to 

address error-detection as an anticipatory skill in self-paced sports.  

Herein, the concept of error-detection and the relevant theoretical frameworks are 

reviewed through two perspectives: cognitive psychology and cognitive neuro science. 

Conclusively, two research paradigms were employed to examine this phenomenon: (a) neuro-

cognitive tracking, and (b) verbal report protocol. The neuro-cognitive paradigm consisted of 

tracking brain activity via the use of neuro-imaging technology (electroencephalography, EEG). 

It examined the magnitude of error-detection signals associated with shooting performance by 

observing the error-related negativity (ERN), a neural signal related to the commission of errors. 

The verbal report protocol consisted of tracking thoughts and sensations expressed during 

shooting performance (Ericsson & Simon, 1984). Both approaches rely on chronometric 

experimental procedures operating a warning stimulus and subsequent imperative stimulus using 

Tenenbaum and Summers’ (1997) model to uncover the temporal progression of error-detection. 

Applying these two approaches simultaneously provides complementary sources of information 

about error monitoring in expert marksmanship.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

Marksmanship 

Marksmanship is defined as a dynamic and complex task in which the accuracy of a fine 

shot is determined by the least possible disturbance to weapon position and sight alignment (The 

United States Army Marksmanship Unit, USAMU, 2014). The primary studies of marksmanship 

in the military research focused on identifying different methods about how to develop efficient 

training programs in which soldiers and police officers could achieve remarkable performance. 

In one of the pioneer studies, Maxey (1984), addressed four fundamentals of marksmanship: (a) 

steady position; holding the weapon with minimal movement of the barrel along the x, y, and z-

axes, (b) aiming; aligning the rifle sights with the target, (c) breath control; stopping the 

breathing cycle at the time of firing, and (d) trigger control; squeezing the trigger instead of 

pulling it. Thereupon, a successful and consistent performance in marksmanship requires 

interfacing of a variety of factors, such as physical, physiological, cognitive, and environmental 

throughout different phases of the shooting process.  

A broad marksmanship research has been performed over 50 years by the U.S. Army in 

developing and evaluating different training programs (Chung et al., 2006). However, 

considering the enormous technical, biomechanical, physical, and physiological factors relevant 

to shooting performance, the study of human cognitive ability in marksmanship is limited to the 

function of attention, working memory, and decision-making. (Chung, et al., 2004). For instance, 

working memory’s capacity is related to the attention’s ability (Kleider, Parrott, & King, 2010), 
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and the quality of decision making among police officers (Hinson, Jameson, & Whitney, 2003; 

Moore, Clark, & Kane, 2008; Rosen & Engle, 1998; Unsworth & Engle, 2004).  

Expertise has also been studied in marksmanship differentiating elite and novice shooters 

by various factors and characteristics such as postural steadiness (Era, Konttinen, Mehto, 

Saarela, & Lyytinen, 1996; Konttinen, Lyytinen, & Era, 1999; Gates, 1918; Mononen, 

Konttinen, Viitasalo, & Era, 2007; Zatsiorsky, & Aktov, 1990), rifle and pistol stability (Ball, 

Yuan, & Lee, 1997; Best, & Wrigley, 2003; Konttinen, Lyytinen & Viitasalo, 1998), aiming 

skills (Causer, Bennett, Holmes, Janelle, & Williams, 2010), and physiological markers 

(Behneman, Berka, Stevens, Vila, Tan, Galloway, & Raphael, 2012; Hatfield, & Landers, 1983; 

Hillman, Apparies, Janelle, & Hatfield, 2000; Tremayne, & Barry, 2001). Most of these studies 

have been conducted without a theoretical framework of expertise (e.g., deliberate practice 

concept) which allows making prediction of performance more reliable and testable (Chung et 

al., 2006).  

In expert performance (e.g., sport, chess, clinical, medical), theories of expertise have 

been used to study the acquisition of expert performance. Ericsson, Krampe, and Tesch-Römer, 

1993) explained why only few people can achieve exceptional and effortless performance. They 

proposed a theoretical framework, deliberate practice, consisting of pre-requisites for attaining 

expert levels of performance. To engage in deliberate practice in a domain, a performer must (a) 

be sufficiently motivated to tolerate feelings of exertion for a long period of time, (b) maintain 

knowledge of the skill to allow for monitoring and evaluating during performance, (c) receive 

instant feedback and knowledge of results for correcting the errors, and (d) repeat the exceptional 

performance again and again. When obeying these principles, practice can make a distinct 
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progress in the required cognitive, perceptual, and motor control tasks, which eventually ends up 

in executing an effortless performance.  

One fundamental of the deliberate practice relies on receiving adequate feedback during 

the acquisition phase of expert performance. The proper internal (e.g., body and posture), and 

external feedbacks (e.g., environment) are regulated based on the type of the activity and the skill 

level of the performer.  For example, shooting as a static activity which requires a solid body 

control in which performers attempt to minimize postural movements and hand tremors aiming 

at the target. It is suggested that each of these factors is controlled and adjusted differently by 

elite and novice shooters. For instance, experienced shooters may use visual information for the 

sight alignment better than postural balance (Herpin et al. 2010; Viitasalo, Era, Norvapalo, 

Mononen, Mononen, & Salonen, 1997). Moreover, a solid postural balance in experienced 

shooters, controlled by proprioceptive feedback, helps creating a better sight alignment with the 

target, and subsequently making shooting more precise (Mononen, et al., 2007; Ripoll, Papin, 

Guezennec, Verdy, & Philip, 1985). These findings suggest that the type and amount of feedback 

alter throughout the expertise developmental stages. For instance, during the preliminary stages 

of learning outward instructions and external feedback assist the performer to identify the 

performance errors and make the required adjustments. However, during the more advanced 

stages of learning, performers monitor their own performance with internal feedback and adjust 

the errors according to inconsistencies perceived between executed and expected performance 

(Ericsson & Simon, 1998). Therefore, feedback is required for detecting errors and making 

consequent adjustments. It would be reasonable to suppose that earlier detection of performance 

error provides the performer sufficient time for making movement adjustment required for 
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skilled performance Hence, early detection of performance errors can be studies under 

anticipatory skilled required in self-paced sports.   

Anticipation 

Anticipation of upcoming events in the game is one characteristics of superior 

performance in sport settings (Rowe & McKenna, 2001; Singer, Cauraugh, Chen, Steinberg, 

Frehlich, & Wang, 1994; Tenenbaum & Summers, 1997). A successful anticipation needs a 

proper attention to internal (e.g., body sensation) or external (e.g., opponent’s body language or 

environmental) cues required for making an accurate and desired decision. The acquisition of 

anticipatory skill can reduce the perceptual uncertainty and enhance the expectancy of the future 

events (Smeeton, Williams, Hodges, & Ward, 2005; Tenenbaum, Sar-El, & Bar-Eli, 2000). Early 

recognition of the cues and prediction of future events have been broadly investigated in sport 

setting; specifically, in racket sports (Abernethy, 1986; Abernethy, 1990; Tenennbaum, Levy-

Kolker, Sade, Liebermann, & Lidor, 1996; Savelsbeaberrgh, Williams, Van der Kamp, & Ward, 

2002; Williams, Ward, Knowles, & Smeeton, 2002). The phenomenon in expert performance is 

addressed as an essential element of perceptual skill which is developed by practice over time 

(Abernethy, 1987; Keele, 1982). The anticipatory skill allows performers more time to alter a 

decision (Abernethy., 1987; Tenenbaum et al., 1996).  

While anticipation has broadly been studied in dynamic sports (e.g., racket sports, 

soccer), the corresponding studies in self-paced sports (e.g., marksmanship) hardly exist. The 

nature of such sports requires the performer to process internal information perceived from his or 

her own performance to make an accurate anticipation of further action and a possible adjustment 

of the detected error. In this study, I address error-detection as an anticipatory skill in a self-
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paced sport, shooting, where the source of feedback (i.e., internal or external) is examined to 

distinguish experts from novices. 

Error-Detection 

Behavioral studies 

Anticipation in self-paced sports is supposed to be generated through information 

processing perceived from an internal feedback. Schmidt and Lee (2014) discuss skilled 

performance from a motor-control perspective, and stated that “success in skilled performance 

often depends on how effectively the performer detects, perceives, and uses relevant sensory 

information” (p. 164). Detecting errors correctly’ is one determinant aspect of skilled 

performance which can be attained by efficient use of sensory information (Schmidt & Lee, 

2014). Monitoring the action (e.g., speech production or controlling an action) enables to 

facilitate of error-detection, and subsequently, error correction of the task at hand (Miltner, 

Braun, & Coles, 1997; Rabbitt, 1966). Once one recognizes an error, he/she then selects the 

correct response to the extent to which the error is precisely identified (Rabbitt, 1966).  

Schmidt and Lee (2014) addressed two major types of information that could be used as 

feedback resources, exteroception and proprioception. The former provides information from 

outside of the body (e.g., detecting action pattern of an opponent by perceptual or visual 

information in dynamic and open-skill sports), and the latter pertains to the information extracted 

from within the body (e.g., information about the state of the body and position, and tensions in 

muscles,) and sometimes is called movement-produced feedback. With respect to the type of 

feedback that performers can use to detect and correct the outcome, ‘proprioception’ was 

considered as a distinct source of feedback detecting errors (Adams, 1971; Schmidt & Lee, 

2014). A major outcome of an effective movement is the ability to evaluate performance in that 
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the performer uses feedback to get informed about his/her own errors (Schmidt & Lee, 2013). 

This capability improves over time with practice by developing sensitivity of detecting errors 

(Schmidt & white, 1972) from the proprioceptive information. According to Adams’ closed-loop 

theory (1971), which is an error-centered theory, the perceptual trace (PT) forms the 

fundamentals of the theory. In the closed-loop theory, representations of feedback (visual, 

auditory, proprioception) establish a PT that is used as a reference for adjusting to the movement.  

Once PT is created, the presence of feedback is used to compare the correctness of the given task 

with the reference (PT) and adjusting the errors accordingly. The mechanism of error detection is 

strengthened over time with more task-specific practice. In fact, performers continue to develop 

by correcting the outcome, which was deviated from the reference (PT), and performing the task 

in the next movement with that adjustment. When the outcome perfectly matches the PT, the 

performer “knows” the accuracy of his/her performance with almost zero-error.  

This model fits better for slow movements, when an error correction can be made during 

the execution of an action, rather than fast movements when the error correction should be made 

once the movement has been completed (Schmidt & Lee, 2014). For example, maintaining 

balance needs proprioceptive information for detecting body sway or loss of stability (Schmidt & 

Lee, 2014). When a marksman tries to maintain a positional balance for long time, he/she must 

rely on feedback stemming from body and proprioceptive sensory information to keep the 

posture in the right position. Any deviations from this position is recognized as an error (e.g., 

movement of ankle joint). Signals of the error are sent to the central nervous system by the 

muscle spindles and other proprioceptors. Furthermore, when the position is perceived as the 

expected position, the information is stored as a perfect PT providing feedback for the 

subsequent efforts (Schmidt & Lee, 2014). Therefore, maintaining the postural balance, as a 
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fundamental element of successful performance in shooting, can only be made when the 

marksman reach a zero-error deviation between the anticipated and actual posture. Guadagnoli 

and Kohl (2001) maintained that practicing without error estimation is less likely to benefit 

motor learning. That is, expert performers gradually learn to perform a motor skill with zero 

mismatches between the outcome and the reference.  

Adams (1971) also pointed out several notions, which require further studies. One, which 

is worth to note, is questioning whether different types of sensory information (e.g., visual, 

proprioception, auditory, etc.), changes from the initial level of learning to high skill-level skill 

acquisition. For example, performance of highly skilled typists and musicians declines if they 

use visual information (e.g., watching their fingers). Fleishman and Rich (1963) examined the 

role of kinesthetic versus spatial-visual abilities in a two-hand coordination task. The results 

showed that spatial-visual ability contribute to the performance only in earlier stages of learning, 

while dependence on proprioception cues increases at advanced stages of learning. Beek and 

Lewbel (1995) also displayed the preferred use of different sensory information among novice 

and expert jugglers. They reported that experts rely on the sense of touch for detecting errors, 

while novices tend to use more visual information as the main source of feedback. Generally, the 

reviewed studies suggest that anticipation/estimation of the outcome in self-paced sports is 

predominantly related to proprioceptive feedback which is attained from the body. This helps 

performers to develop awareness of possible error resulting in correction of errors.  

EEG: Error Related Negativity 

 Monitoring for a correctness of a specific task and making adjustment by the perceptual 

system is a distinctive feature of the cognitive system. The importance of the cognitive feature 

has been highlighted decades ago in behavioral studies, by measuring overt behaviors (Rabbitt, 
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1968). The discovery of measuring neural activity that relates errors to a specific component of 

event related potentials (ERP) can make the study of error-detection more direct than just 

experimenting overt behaviors (Bernstein, Scheffers, & Coles, 1995). Encouragingly, the neural 

(performance) error-detection mechanism has been a matter of increasing research interest (e.g., 

Falkenstein, Hohnsbein, Hoormann, & Blanke, 1991; Gehring, Goss, Coles, Meyer, & Donchin, 

1993; Yeung, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2004).  The possible neural response for error processing, 

which is measured by using event-related potentials (ERPs), is identified as the error related 

negativity (ERN) (Falkenstein et al., 1991; Gehring, et al., 1993). The negativity evoke potential 

component is generated from the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), a brain region responsible for 

monitoring conflict in information processing (Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001; 

Carter et al., 1998; Dehaene, Posner, & Tucker, 1994). The generation of ERN happens in other 

regions of the brain (than the ACC), such as the supplementary motor area (SMA). However, 

fMRI and animal studies favor involvement of the ACC over SMA in generation of the ERN 

component (e.g., Dehaene et al., 1994; Gehring, Himle, & Nisenson, 2000). Surprisingly, in both 

regions, the scalp distribution of the ERNs is predicted to be at the fronto-central and 

symmetrical to the midline level (Yeung et al., 2004). Generally, the ERN is known as a negative 

deflection on electroencephalography (EEG) which occurs within 100ms after an error is made 

on a task. The latency of the ERN remains almost constant in a variety of tasks in contrast to its 

amplitude, which seems to change with the specificity of the task (Leuthold & Sommer, 1999).  

For instance, once the accuracy in a task is emphasized, the ERNs become larger than when 

speed is required (Gehring et al., 1993), and is seen very small, or non-existence, if the response 

is made correctly (Miltner, Braun, & Coles, 1997). The size of the ERN also implies awareness 

of the error. For example, Gehring et al. (1993) related the ERN magnitude to the situation that 
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error-correction was required. Making any correction implies awareness about the error that has 

occurred earlier. 

The error-related negativity (ERN) is measured by averaging the brain activity time-

locked to a stimulus, response, or feedback. Yeung et al. (2004), counting on the previous 

research, described how the ERN component can be traced (a) succeeding errors in reaction time 

(RT) tasks, (b) after receiving feedback about the accuracy of the feedback, and (c) following 

late responses after time expiration in RT tasks.  For instance, Falkenstein et al. (1991) studied 

the effects of incorrect responses on the ERP component in a choice reaction task. Subjects were 

presented two single stimuli (F and J) within two conditions; one focused-attention condition in 

that 100 letters were shown either visually or auditory in a block, while in the divided-attention 

condition 100 letters were presented visually and auditory. Responding was to press the F and J 

letters on the keyboard for the corresponding letters by left and right index fingers, respectively. 

If the participants did not respond to the stimulus before 550msec had elapsed, an auditory 

feedback (a 60 dB SPL tone) was applied to place a time pressure inducing subjects to respond 

as fast as possible. EEG was recorded from Fz, Cz, Pz, and Oz electrodes. Data analysis was 

performed for both time-locked to stimulus and to response in correct and incorrect trials, 

separately. The behavioral results showed a shorter RT in error trials, which was longer for 

auditory trials, and for the divided-attention condition.  The ERP results suggested an amplitude 

reduction in the P300 for error trials at fronto-central, and an increase at 500-700msec at parieto-

occipital in the slow wave range (or marked as positivity). The reduction of P300 amplitude 

suggests an additional process in error trials that happens in a fronto-central component (i.e., 

error negativity).  They called the error component as NE (i.e., as “a mere reflection of an 
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amplitude reduction of the P300” (p.452), which represents a mismatch between response 

selection (i.e., actual outcome) and response execution (i.e., expected outcome).   

“Mismatch theory” was one of the first concepts addressing cognitive mechanism 

relevant to error-processing in both behavioral and ERP studies. This theory reflects a mismatch 

between outcomes with either correct or intended response, actual or expected stimuli, or both, 

where the comparison is made by a monitoring system (Bernstein et al., 1995). Subsequently, the 

amplitude of the ERN component varies with the degree to which there is a similarity between 

these comparisons. Later, the mismatching signals inhibit or decrease further errors or cause 

making correction of the errors (Miltner, Braun, & Coles, 1997). Gordon, Schmidt, and Hart 

(1977) described a series of mental events resulting in detection and correction of errors in a 

stimulus-response sequence requiring anticipating further stimulus, executing response, making a 

comparison between expected stimulus and actual stimulus, detecting a possible error resulting 

from any mismatching between actual and expected stimuli, and making a correction 

subsequently. One would suppose that in such a chronometry of cognitive processing performing 

a task, a brain region should be responsible for evaluating the actions which take place during the 

task performance. The conflict monitoring hypothesis (Botvinick et al., 2001; Carter, et al., 

1998) proposes that the ACC is the potential evaluative region of the brain responsible for 

detecting conflicts and conveying the detected conflicts to other regions responsible for 

controlling the task at hand. There is however, a disagreement regarding the exact timing of 

selection of these processes.  

Later, Holroyd and Coles (2002) linked the generation of ERN following an incorrect 

response to the reinforcement learning principle (Thorndike, 1911/1970, as cited in Holroyd and 

Coles, 2002) in that being rewarded or satisfied increases the likelihood of the outcome, and 
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being penalized or dissatisfied makes the outcome less likely to reoccur. They hypothesized that 

receiving feedback immediately after responding to a task, activates the mesencephalic dopamine 

system, which in turn carries the reinforcement signals to the motor movement regions of the 

brain such as the basal ganglia and frontal cortex. These regions are then responsible for making 

adaptation in motor programs in accordance to the feedback received in advance. Consequently, 

all these processes lead to training the ACC for monitoring error mechanisms. They examined 

the reinforcement learning model in a study where subjects were to press one of two buttons after 

the imperative stimulus appeared on a screen. The stimuli consisted of 6 categories of images in 

total blocks of 10 with 300 trials in each.  These were randomly presented to participants. 

Immediately after making a response to a stimulus, a feedback appeared on the screen indicating 

a reward or penalty for the trial. The accuracy of the stimulus-response mappings had to be 

inferred by trial and error in all three conditions. The first condition was termed 100% mapping 

in that being rewarded or penalized was dependent on the stimulus. The other conditions - 50% 

mapping, and always correct and always incorrect, were mapped independent of participants’ 

response. For instance, in 50% mapping, half of the trials led to penalty and the other half of the 

trials resulted in rewards, Likewise, in always correct and always incorrect condition, 

participants were always penalized or rewarded independent of what they responded. The ERN 

time-locked to response was compared in all three conditions between components and to 

feedback at channel Cz. The results in the 100% condition showed an increase in ERN associated 

with response but not with feedback. Therefore, accuracy of the responses increased in the 100% 

mapping condition as the blocks progressed, where the outcome of trials was dependent on 

stimulus and not on feedback. In contrast, presentation of the feedback in the 50% mapping 

condition provoked the ERN entirely each block when the system expected the feedback. 
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Finally, in the “always correct” and “always incorrect” (i.e., mapping condition), the ERN was 

not generated– neither by response nor by feedback. The authors concluded that reinforcement 

(i.e., feedback) in a task at hand activates the mesencephalic dopamine system to send signals to 

the anterior cingulate cortex to modify the performance. The ERN was subsequently generated 

by negative reinforcement signals than by positive ones during this process.  

In contrast to Holroyd and Coles’ (2002) findings, Yeung et al. (2004) assumed that 

recognition of an error can even be made in the absence of feedback and just based on the 

response conflict. Yeung et al. (2004) brought up a disagreement from previous studies in that 

some studies (e.g., Falkenstein et al., 2000) assumed that representation of expected/intended or 

actual/correct responses depend upon final selection processes, while others (e.g., Coles et al., 

2001) assumed that this can be made during the time of execution of the task, the notion that had 

been shown in fMRI studies where the ERN components had been seen not only in error trials, 

but in correct trials (e.g., Carter et al, 1998). Yeung et al. (2004) relied on previous studies and 

specified this phenomenon as a “response conflict” which occurs in trials where several 

responses are competing to get control over the task. They proposed a model in which the ERN 

would be seen in error trials after making response on trials, while the conflict in correct trials 

would be observed before making the response. To examine the model, in addition to 

computational simulations, they conducted an experiment by which participants were asked to 

respond to a flanker task with congruent (<<<<<, >>>>>) and incongruent (<< > <<, >> < >>) 

directions. Twelve blocks of 68 trials were run with feedback provision about reaction time and 

error rate of the performed block during the breaks. The emphasis was put on speed if the error 

rating was smaller than 8% and was put on accuracy if it exceeded 16%. Analysis was performed 

for waveforms locked to both stimulus; measuring the N2 (only for correct trials starting at 
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200ms before stimulus onset and lasting for 800ms) and response; measuring the ERN, (both 

correct and error trials starting 100ms before the relevant response and lasting for 700ms). The 

results indicated that both error components, the ERN and N2, have a common topography of the 

scalp distribution around the fronto-central region, implying activation of the caudal ACC on 

error trails and correct trials when several responses are competing each against the other as a 

response conflict. The authors concluded that the error components, ERN and N2, must be traced 

in different timing. Specifically, the N2, which is observed under a response conflict in correct 

trials, occurs before the response is made, and the ERN, which appears with error trials happens 

after making a response. According to Yeung et al. (2004) theory, the ERN component reflects a 

conflict when an error is made as a result of post-error activation of conflict between correct and 

incorrect responses. Comparable to the ERN, the N2 component also shows a relationship with 

conflict monitoring, yet preceding a response. One advantage of this theory over the mismatch 

theory is proposing the continuous versus discrete evaluation of the conflict monitoring. The 

theory also suggests that at the time of a conflict, there should be parallel responses activated at 

the same time, while a mismatch signal implies either a correct or incorrect representation of the 

task (Yeung et al., 2004). These findings indicate that the ERN component is accounted for by 

the reinforcement learning principles (Holroyd & Coles, 2002), because it is vulnerable where a 

correct trial generates the N2 component before an overt response. Hence any overt feedback (a 

requisite for the reinforcement learning theory), which receives after making response may not 

justify the response conflict.  

The response conflict theory was examined in Fiehler, Ullsperger, and Von Cramon, 

(2005) study considering correction responses. They conducted a study to evaluate whether 

correction speed could regulate ERN component. Forty-four subjects were randomly assigned to 
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two groups. The first group was instructed to make a correction (e.g., pressing the correct 

bottom) immediately after making an error, while the second group was not instructed on making 

any correction. The flanker task was applied to elicit the error-related negativity component 

while completing the task in 5 blocks. The emphasis was put on both accuracy and speed 

although feedback was given only for speed rate. The ERP signals were locked to responses and 

later were averaged for 100ms before and 600ms after each response for both correct and 

erroneous responses. Generally, fast errors were associated with greater time needed for the 

correct response and opposite results were predicted for slower errors. They found a negative 

deflection around 200-240ms when making a correction on an occurred error. This component 

was called correction-related negativity (CoRN). They concluded that faster corrections resulted 

from early peak of ERN, could be a reflection of an earlier evaluative function of a response 

conflict. Slower corrections, however reflected in delayed peak of ERNs, which were faster 

when the subjects instructed to make a correction after each error. 

Study of overt and covert cognitive skills paradigms in expertise 

Discussing the mechanism underlying perception-action relationships is always viewed 

as a complicated topic, as it requires studying multiple domains in which each is confined to 

explain only unique features of that specific task.  The study of mental chronometry is addressed 

as one effective method uncovering perceptual-cognitive components of a motor task. Posner 

(1980) addressed some empirical approaches in which signal detection, as indication of mental 

time course or mental chronometry, can be measured. In sport setting, for instance, Tenenbaum 

and Summers (1997), presented a chronometric model of perception-action linkage in which the 

perception of one cognitive skill, such as making-decision in sport settings, traditionally consists 

of studying different factors such as sensation, perception, attention, memory, and problem 

solving. The model explains how the use of the chronometric representations of warning 
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stimulus, which is proceeded by an imperative stimulus, is used in detecting the temporal 

processing of cognitive tasks. In the proposed process, one can detect the cues from a move 

made by an opponent (warning stimuli), and then initiates a response by considering particular 

movements (imperative stimuli) to make a decision according to the situation. However, the 

ability to alter the chosen decision before execution of the task may be a distinguished feature of 

skilled performers. The study of mental chronometry fits well within the psychophysiological 

studies using methods such as Evoked Response Potentials (ERP), which is one approach of 

detecting signals (Posner et al., 1980). The ERP is proposed to be an efficient method in marking 

series and parallel covert possessing of psychological events (Coles, 1989). Accordingly, 

Tenenbaum and Summers (1997) proposed the use of recording the brain activities as a 

facilitator in detecting the mechanism underlying covert processes of the expert performance. 

They reasoned that environmental stimuli can affect the brain activities, and then by 

manipulating these stimuli and recording the overt behaviors (e.g., records, accuracy of 

performance), the chronometric perception-action linkage can be detected. In other words, this 

measure illuminates mental preparations for performing an action by the motor system. This 

would help inferences from both domains (cognitive and physiological) made more 

comprehensive. Evidence for signal detection is usually confirmed by subject’s verbal reports 

about awareness of the event that can be extracted from a perceptual-cognitive method (Posner et 

al., 1980).  

One efficient measure of verbal report has been proposed in Ericsson and Smith (1991) 

theoretical framework. Concurrent and retrospective verbalizations of thoughts, among all other 

types of verbalization, are being thought to be the most relevant reflection of cognitive processes 

(Ericsson & Simon, 1993). Concurrent verbalization of thoughts is used when successive 
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thoughts are being vocalized while performing a task. Retrospective verbalization of thoughts, on 

the other hand, requires participants to recall the successive series of thoughts, but only 

immediately after the completion of the execution of the task. These reported thoughts are 

retrieved from Short Term Memory (STM) as well as the relevant cues retrieved from long-term 

memory (Ericsson & Simon, 1993). The retrospective type of verbalization is more appropriate 

for tasks that are completed in .5 – 10 seconds. This provides an advantage over concurrent 

verbalization for rapid motor tasks where the act of verbalizing thoughts might interfere with the 

execution of motor responses.  

Despite the widespread use of think-aloud protocol, there is still a concern that lead 

scientists to use this introspective method less often (Ericsson, 2003). A major objection to this 

method is questioning the complexity of thought processes in that analysis of a complex thought 

would interfere with additional cognitive processes which in turn would lead to inaccuracy of 

data. Ericsson (2003) addressed the problems associated with the think-aloud protocols which 

might lead to reactive concurrent verbalization of thought. The reactive influences might be due 

to the type of instruction given to participants. For example, if participants are instructed to 

express a detailed explanation of their thoughts this instruction is likely to interfere with the 

normal course of their thought processes. Fox, Ericsson, and Best (2010) conducted a meta-

analysis and found empirical support for this reactive effect. They compared performance among 

94 think aloud protocols with their matching non-verbalization conditions. The estimated effect 

size was very small (r = - .03) and did not even approach significance, and thus allowed the 

inference that the effects of giving think-aloud protocols can be disregarded. 

As such, intending to use verbal report to study the cognitive processes is associated with 

different tasks, and requires researchers to be more precise in designing and implementing such a 
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measure. Ericsson and Simon (1993) proposed a model of verbalization of thoughts, which is 

believed to provide non-reactive thoughts in that cognitive processes can be studied more 

efficiently. Ward, Suss, Eccles, Williams, and Harris (2011) conducted a study in which skilled 

and less skilled law enforcement officers were asked to respond to 20 video scenarios related to 

the law enforcement situations (i.e., domestic assault, suicide bomber, or disturbance call). After 

three practice trials, participants were engaged in the actual 20 trials and reacted verbally and 

physically as they would have to deal with the situations. The feedback was removed by 

occluding the screen as soon as the weapon fired. Participants were asked to give a retrospective 

verbal report, following the three levels of Ericsson and Simon (1993) model, to half of the trials 

that were chosen by chance. The analysis of thoughts showed that skilled participants were able 

to generate more options during all phases including assessment, decisions, and intervention 

which can be related to superior long term working memory in skilled performers.  

Collectively, the two research paradigms are employed in the current study to investigate 

the overt and covert reproductions of error-detection phenomenon among marksmen: (a) neuro-

cognitive tracking, and (b) think aloud protocol. Both approaches rely on chronometric 

experimental procedures using a warning stimulus and subsequent imperative stimulus using 

Tenenbaum and Summers’ (1997) model, to uncover the temporal progression of error-detection. 

Taking both behavioral and ERP studies together, this study addresses the notion of “error-

detection” via three novel and pioneering approaches in sport, neuro-cognition, and expertise. 

First, findings of this study expand the conceptualization of anticipation in expert performance, 

where development of error-detection among expert performers are justified as an anticipatory 

skill performing a self-paced task and/or sport. Second, this study is an innovative attempt 

employing the concept of the ERN in a real-world task (e.g., pistol shooting) rather than 
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examining it in laboratory tasks. This effort strengthens both neuro-cognitive and cognitive 

studies in motor performance. Third, the present study is the first challenge of applying a neuro-

cognitive method (ERN) in the domain of expertise. Specifically, the use of EEG for contrasting 

expert to non-expert performance is a novel approach for differentiating neuro-cognitive 

functions related to skill-level.  

The aim of this study was to examine the awareness of the shooting performance error 

through a hierarchical skill level. To address this goal, diverse approaches were employed: overt 

(i.e., quantitative through behavioral, qualitative through retrospective verbal reports), and covert 

(i.e., event-related potentials (ERP) and monitoring the error component; ERN). Up to the date, 

the phenomenon of error-detection amongst the ERP studies (i.e., ERN) has been examined in 

tasks with reliance on visual information (e.g., flanker, oddball, and go-no-go tasks; Yeung et al., 

2004). In contrast, there are plenty of experiments in behavioral studies applying visual 

occlusion paradigms to test the effect of sensory information relevant to cognitive skills 

(Abernethy, Wood, & Parks, 1999; Farrow, & Abernethy, 2003; Farrow, Abernethy, & Jackson, 

2005; Goonetilleke, Hoffmann, & Lau, 2009; Van der Horst, 2004). The present study elaborated 

the conceptualization of error-detecting mechanisms by manipulating accessibility to visual 

feedback as participants at different skill levels were expected to detect performance errors with 

and without visual feedback. The main question in this study concerns the detection of 

performance error through different source of sensory information (i.e., visual, proprioceptive) 

which I assume to vary by skill level. In fact, it was proposed that in the hierarchy of expertise as 

the skill level advances, performers rely less on visual feedback in detecting performance error. 

To test this idea, I (a) recruited three groups of shooters in three distinct skill levels; experts, 

intermediate, and novice, (b) applied the visual occlusion paradigm to manipulate access to 
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visual feedback when anticipation and awareness of performance required, (c) recorded the 

actual and estimated scores to compare the perceived error computed through actual and 

estimated scores across the skill level in the occluded and full conditions, (d) recorded 

retrospective verbal reports to examine the thought processing of error awareness across the 

skill-level in the occluded and full conditions, (e) and recorded the brain activities time locked to 

the response (i.e., pulling the trigger) to study the neural characters and topographies of error-

detection across the skill-level in the occluded and full conditions.  

It was predicted that expert and novice shooters would detect performance errors relying 

on dissimilar source of information and feedback. When comparing experts and novices’ abilities 

in detecting errors, it was expected that expert shooters would be less likely using the visual 

information required to detect performance errors. One would postulate that expert shooters may 

be able to anticipate the outcome of the shot better than intermediate and novice shooters due to 

acquiring clear representations of both actual and expected outcomes after years of practice. 

Moreover, when it is suggested that proprioceptive feedback is processed faster than visual 

feedback (Gibbs, 1965), it is reasonable to expect expert shooters to detect the performance error 

using proprioceptive feedback received from hand and body positioning with and without access 

to visual feedback.  Therefore, generation of the ERN for expert shooters was expected under 

both visual conditions with different magnitudes depending upon the extent to which an error is 

detected. Novice shooters, who lack clear mental representation of a perfect shot were supposed 

to show less awareness of error, if any, reflecting in a smaller magnitude of the ERN. Visual 

feedback for the novice shooters was expected to be of more importance in detecting the 

performance error. Intermediate shooters were expected to show larger magnitude of the ERN 

than novice shooters but smaller magnitude than in expert shooters. Regarding the sensory 
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source of feedback in detecting performance error, intermediate shooters were expected to reveal 

a different pattern reflecting a transition stage of learning somewhere between expert and novice 

level continuum.   

The chronometry structures of error-detection phenomenon were supposed to be 

verbalized in an order which reflects (a) previously encoded sequence of the task, (b) perceived 

sequence of the executed task, (c) awareness of an error, (d) recognition of the source of sensory 

information for the detected error, (e) making adjustment on detected error, and (f) estimating the 

placement of the shot. Expert shooters were expected to report more statements from the 

advanced structures (e.g., awareness of the error and estimating of the outcome of shots), while 

novice shooters were expected to recall and report more thoughts concerning the primary 

structures (e.g., previously encoded sequence of the task). Intermediate shooters were expected 

to state a dissimilar pattern of verbal reports than expert and novice shooters. 

The main hypotheses for the covert and overt mechanisms underlying error detection in 

marksmanship were as follows: 

1. Expert shooters will estimate the performance error (both radial and angular) more 

precisely than intermediate and novice shooters under full and occluded vision 

conditions. 

2. Intermediate shooters will estimate the performance error more precisely than novice 

shooters in the full vision condition but not in the occluded condition.  

3. Results attained from verbal reports will reflect more frequent use of proprioceptive 

information in detecting performance error among expert shooters than in 

intermediate and novice shooters. 
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4. Results attained from verbal reports will reflect more frequent anticipation of the 

outcome among expert shooters than intermediate and novice shooters. 

5. Results attained from verbal protocol will reflect more frequent use of visual 

information in detecting performance error among intermediate and novice shooters 

than experts. 

6. Magnitude of the ERN component will be more negative for expert shooters under 

both full and occluded vision conditions than intermediate and novice shooters. 

7. Magnitude of the ERN component will be more negative for the less accurate shots 

than the accurate shots among expert, intermediate, and novice shooters. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 METHOD 

Design 

The current study employed quantitative, qualitative, and event-related potentials (ERP) 

for testing awareness of performance error among shooters. A 2 by 2 factorial design was 

utilized consisting of skill level (i.e., expert, intermediate, and novice shooters) as the between-

subject factor and visual occlusion (i.e., full vision and occluded vision) as the within-subject 

factor. The design allowed for comparison of each skill level’s performance accuracy  and 

performance error within the conditions where visual feedback was manipulated. It also 

permitted us to examine the possibility of interaction between skill-level and the visual 

conditions on both overt and covert behaviors.   

Power analysis 

A power analysis was conducted to estimate the minimum number of subjects required 

for granting a marginal type-II error and for optimal efficiency of the design. Three groups of 

participants (i.e., expert, intermediate, and novice shooters) were supposed to perform 336 trials 

in 24 blocks within two conditions (i.e., occluded vision vs. full vision), which resulted in six 

measurements. Hence, a mixed repeated measure ANOVA was deemed a proper statistical test 

distinguishing performance by skill level within the experimental conditions. The effect size f(V) 

was set at .70, alpha at 0.05, and the power (1-β) at .80. Considering the sensitivity of the EEG 

measurements, which usually resulted in larger power with a smaller sample size (Sands, 2009), 

the same power for both behavioral and EEG approaches was assumed.  A total sample size of 

30 was suggested to maintain sufficient power (i.e., .80) (see Appendix B) for testing the study’s 

hypotheses. 
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Participants 

Thirty shooters from both genders were recruited (23 male, 76.66%, and 7 female 

23.33%). Participants were employed from three skill levels, expert, intermediate, and novice 

shooters. The competitive shooters were invited from different events (e.g., USPSA IPSC 

Competition) to take part in the study and formed expert and intermediate groups (see Table 1).  

Table 1 

Participants in each skill-level and gender 

 Skill-level         Gender n % 

 Expert Male 10 33.33 

Female 0   0.00 

Total 10 33.33 

Intermediate Male 7 23.33 

Female 2   6.66 

Total 9 29.99 

Novice Male 6 20.00  

Female 5 16.66 

Total 11 36.66 

 Total  30 100.00 

 

The expert group (n = 10; 10 male) consisted of two grand masters, five masters, and 

three class A shooters. Their age ranged from 31 to 52 (M = 45.30, SD = 9.43) and they had 5 -

40 years of experience (M = 24.4, SD = 13.07). The intermediate group (n = 9; two female and 7 

male) consisted of four people who had taken at least one systematic shooting course and one 

year of regular practice, two people who had taken at least one systematic shooting course and 

less than 5 years of intermittent practice, and 4 people who had annually been taking a security 

officers’ course for more than 25 years without having regular practice (M = 19.66, SD = 22.86). 

Their age ranged from 32 -  69 (M = 48.22, SD = 13.69). The novice group (n = 11; 5 female and 
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6 male) consisted of 8 people who had taken one systematic shooting course with no training, 

and 3 recreational shooters with occasional practice over 35 - 40 years (M = 7.55, SD = 12.06). 

Their age ranged from 23 - 64 (M = 50.63, SD = 12.18). Two novice shooters were excluded 

from EEG analyses due to extensive amount of muscle and movement noise (see Table 2).  

Table 2 

Participants’ age and years of experience by skill-level  

Variables Skill-level Mean SD Minimum Maximum 

Experience Expert 24.40 13.07 5 40 

Intermediate 19.66 22.86 1 32 

Novice 7.55 12.06 1 35 

Total 16.10 16.88 1 50 

Age Expert 45.30 9.43 31 52 

Intermediate 48.22 13.69 32 69 

Novice 50.63 12.18 23 64 

Total 48.13 11.64 23 69 

 

Apparatus and measures 

Several devices and measures were employed to assemble an operational system testing 

the objectives of the study. The goal was to examine the variables of interest through diverse 

methods: quantitative (i.e., behavioral), qualitative (i.e., verbal protocols) or overt (i.e., inferred 

from quantitative and qualitative) and covert (i.e., from EEG recording). Three computers were 

utilized to send the input to other devices and to receive outputs from the other machines. A laser 

bullet, a SCATT system, and a photo diode were used to send the accuracy and timing of each 

shot to the data processing machines. A portable EEG cap (Cognionics Dry EEG Headset 

System) was employed to record brain activation throughout the experiment. PLATO occlusion 

glasses were used to manipulate access to visual feedback. More details of the apparatus are 

provided below. 
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Demographic questionnaire. (Appendix C). Participants were asked to input their 

initials, age, gender, years/months of experience with shooting, and their level of expertise (if 

any ranking was available) into an excel sheet. The information was used to describe and 

characterize the study’s sample in a more structured method.   

Data processing machine. Three computers were employed. A laptop (X Lenovo, 80Q0) 

was used for recording the EEG brain waves and transmitting other signals. A desktop PC 

(Lenovo, 10FDCTO1WW) controlled the occlusion glasses, ran and presented the stimuli, sent 

the event codes to the EEG amplifier, and recorded and saved the behavioral data and verbal 

reports. A Tablet (Lenovo, LFL7538P) was also used to record the estimations of the shots when 

participants were asked to call their shots.  

Glock 22 and laser bullet. To rule out the effect of diverse firearms with dissimilar 

weight, size, handling, and accuracy, which could bias actual performance proficiency, a Glock 

22, .40 caliber was employed for all subjects in three skill-level categories. A laser bullet was 

placed into the barrel of the firearm that emitted a laser when the trigger was pulled. 

SCATT shooter training system. Unlike the traditional systems of measuring shooting 

accuracy, electronic trainer systems provide an accurate measurement of the location of shots. 

Recently, the SCATT and other electronic shooting trainers (e.g., NOPTEL) have been widely 

used not only among elite shooters, but also as an accurate measuring tool in marksmanship 

studies (Ball, Best, & Wrigley, 2003; Hawkins, & Sefton, 2011; Konttinen, Lyytinen, & Era, 

1999; Zanevskyy, Korostylova, & Mykhaylov, 2009). Smith and Hagman (2000) conducted a 

study to predict rifle and pistol marksman performance with Laser Marksmanship Training 

Systems (LMTS). Idaho Reserve Component (RC) soldiers fired 95 shots with an M16A2 rifle 

and 81 shots with an M9 pistol. They found a roughly moderate and positive correlation between 
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the LMTS and live-fire qualification scores for pistol and rifle (r = .47, r = .55, respectively). In 

this study, a SCATT MX-02 was mounted on the firearm through a metal adaptor. The adaptor 

was made in the psychology department especially for the Glock 22 (see Figure 1).  The system 

recorded every movement prior to each shot, the placement of each shot in a pair of X-Y 

coordinates, diametrical dispersion or group size (i.e., a center to center distance between two 

most distant shots), stability of aiming, the number of missed shots, as well as the accuracy 

scores, ranged from 0 - 10 (bullseye). The system consisted of an adaptable dial adjusting the 

optics of the sensor for distances from 5m up to 500m while enabling the user to aim at a real 

paper target (see Figure 1). The information from the optical sensor was sent to the EEG  

amplifier. Additional software was programmed and installed on the EEG computer to send the 

accuracy estimates, event codes, reaction times, and X-Y coordinates of each trial to the stimulus 

computer where the behavioral data were recorded and saved. Event codes for accuracy were 

relayed back to the EEG system and embedded directly in the EEG file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Image of the Glock 22, .40, photodiode and SCATT 

 

Paper target. A paper target (i.e., 5m BB Target,4.5 mm) was hung on the wall at 5m 

distance from the participants. The target size, however, was simulated to represent the same 
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target at a 10m distance. The simulated target had dimensions of 100 by 100mm (3.94 by 3.94 

inches) printed on A4 white paper. The target consisted of 10 rings which were 3mm (.12 inch) 

apart from each other. Figure 2 represents the type and size of the target that was used in this 

study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Image of the paper target and its dimensions. 

 

Photo diode, StimTrak, auxiliary box, and trigger module. The signal from the laser 

bullet was captured via a photo diode (see Figure 1) which was inserted into the barrel. The 

photo signals transferred to the StimTrak box, which converted and amplified the analog signals 

to 1V TTL signals when the threshold was set on 10. The output transmitted to a 6-channel 

auxiliary (AUX) box (5-pin binder) via an adapter plug. Then, the AUX box was directly 

connected to the EEG cap’s amplifier via a USB cable. A trigger module also communicated the 

event codes from the stimulus computer to the EEG amplifier. This allowed all signals from the 

EEG cap, the photo signals, and the correspondence event codes to be wirelessly sent to the EEG 

computer simultaneously and for all of them to be recorded together consistently (see Figure 5). 

The impedance of the photo signals was set on 500µv, the same as the EEG electrodes. 
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A Cognionics High-Density Dry EEG Headset System. A mobile-dry EEG cap 

(Cognionics Dry EEG Headset System) was employed for this study, allowing for comfortable 

recording of EEGs in the field. The system included three main components: 32 electrodes, a cap 

for holding the electrodes onto the scalp, and a very small and light amplifier which was worn 

comfortably by the participants and was attached to the back of the electrode cap. The electrodes 

were placed on the scalp to detect neural activation. The detected neural activation patterns were 

sent to the amplifier and, from there, were sent to the EEG computer where the data acquisition 

software recorded the continuous EEG stream. The EEG was recorded from 32 electrodes, 

mostly midline and lateral scalp electrodes, arranged in a 10-20 system montage (see Figure 3) 

and referenced to the right mastoid. The ground electrode was set on the right mastoid by default. 

The impedance for all EEG electrodes was adjusted to be 500µv, and the signals were digitized 

at a 500Hz sampling rate. 

 

Figure 3. The montage of the active electrodes of the EEG cap used for this study. 
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Vision occlusion glasses. Several types of occlusion glasses allow experimenters to 

control the presentation (or lack thereof) of visual information to participants at specific times 

during the experiment. In this study, I used portable liquid crystal apparatus (PLATO) Visual 

Occlusion Spectacles. The PLATO lenses are made with specially designed liquid crystal cells 

that allow a rapid change from transparent (i.e., the shutter is open) to light scattering (i.e., the 

shutter is closed). The PLATO has widely been used in a variety of experiments in different 

domains (Aimola, Lane, Smith, Kerkhoff, Ford, Schenk, 2014; Akamatsu, Green, Bengler, 2013; 

Barnes, Hess, Sumoulin, Achtman, Pike., 2001). In this study, the PLATO lenses were controlled 

through the stimulus computer when the stimulus script was run and allowed to have control 

over the timing of visual manipulation consistently across all trials (Figure 4).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Image of the PLATO occlusion glasses. 

 

Microphone. A single USB microphone (Longitech) was connected to the stimulation 

computer and was coded in the main script as a function for recording the verbal reports 
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throughout the study. The microphone had a noise canceling feature which filtered out unwanted 

background noise while collecting the verbal reports.  

Figure 5. Configuration of the apparatus and system. The solid arrow lines represent the flow of 

information. The blue dotted lines represent wireless connection. 

 

 

Task  

The task consisted of 336 trials that were grouped within 24 blocks. Participants were 

required to estimate the outcome for four trials per block. They were also asked to provide verbal 

reports for two trials of the four. There were also 10 basic trials where no estimations and no 

verbal reports were required. The EEG was recorded throughout the study for all 336 trials. The 

task was programmed through the Matlab R2016a in such a way that the onset of each trial 

initiated with the presentation of a target akin to the actual paper target. Instantly, two beep 
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sounds were played with a 3,000ms interval. The participants aimed to the target after the first 

beep and fired after the second beep. The target remained on the monitor throughout each trial, 

which lasted for 8,000ms. The incidence of the estimation trials and verbal reports, in addition to 

the visual occlusion conditions (i.e., occluded vs. full vision), were equally counterbalanced in 

all trials (see Figure 6). Written commands were presented on the monitor immediately after the 

second beep when estimation or verbal report were required (e.g., “Estimate your score”, or 

“Give verbal reports”).  

 

Figure 6. A schematic presentation of the study’s design. 

EsV= Estimation and Verbal report, Es = Estimation only, B = Basic. 

 

 

Procedure 

The study was held in a private room located at one of the shooting ranges in 

Jacksonville, Florida. The setting of the apparatus remained the same throughout the data 

collection in the room. The study took three hours for each participant, one hour for preparation 

and two hours for completion of the experiment.  
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Preparation. Volunteer competitive and beginner shooters were previously scheduled at 

the competitions (i.e., recruiting the expert and intermediate shooters) or the shooting courses 

(i.e., hiring the novice shooters). Institutional Review Board approval (Appendix A) was 

received prior to the data collection. Participants were instructed to read the approved consent 

form carefully and to sign all pages. Upon arrival of the participants to the study’s location, a 

brief description of the procedure and general goals of the study were presented. Afterward, the 

participants were asked to read the approved consent form and sign it if they agreed.  

They were instructed then on how to recall and provide verbal reports for an executed 

trial when required. The instruction was written in a PowerPoint file and was created according 

to Ericsson and Simon’s (1984) examples. First, a clear explanation of retrospective verbal 

reports was presented. Subsequently, very simple activity questions were provided and practiced, 

and finally, an aiming activity designed for shooting was practiced with participants. They were 

instructed how to recall the thoughts that would be generated immediately after the aiming phase 

until the completion of a shot. They were asked only to report the thoughts or feedback that 

would give them an awareness of their performance and possibly detection of any performance 

errors during the aiming and firing phases.  

Before applying the EEG headset, the participants were asked to put the glasses on. They 

were given a disposable plastic brush and were asked to brush their hair as to remove dead skin 

from the scalp. Then, their scalp was massaged with a small bit of alcohol to remove the oil and 

dead cells from both skin and hair. Ten percent of the nasion to inion line on the forehead was 

measured and marked. The midline electrode of the first row was placed on the marked point. 

Two mastoid electrodes (ground and reference) were placed on the rough part of the mastoid 

bones. After fixing the chinstrap, the headset was secured by tightening all segments starting 
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from the front and back segments. The fixation of the electrodes continued until the impedance 

check confirmed an adequate contact for all electrodes.   

The last step of the preparation was calibrating the firearm with the SCATT system. The 

participants were seated on the chair that they were supposed to sit in throughout the experiment. 

The height of the chair was 120cm, which was the closest position to the shooting standing 

position. According to the pilot testing the length of the study (i.e., 2 hours) did not allow for the 

standing position, causing early fatigue among the novices, consequently increasing the 

movements, and eventually creating more noise in the EEG data. The height of the target was 

individually adjusted consistent with the participants’ sighting height. Then, they were given the 

opportunity to calibrate the firearm through the SCATT software with the researcher’s 

assistance. First, they aimed and fired at the target, where the SCATT’s camera could detect the 

bullseye. Then, the participants fired several times to learn where the grouping of their shots 

placed on the target. Further adjustments (by moving the hit toward the bullseye on the software) 

were made until the SCATT could perfectly read the participants’ aimings at the bullseye.  

Experiment. When the preparation was completed, the participants were instructed to 

perform the experiment. Running the Matlab script initiated the experiment in that participants 

performed a total of 336 trials while the EEG brain waves were recorded throughout the 24 

blocks. For 96 trials, the participants were asked to call their shots and estimate their scores on 

the tablet placed on a stand beside them (see Figure 7). A program was designed through the 

Qualtrics to record the estimation of each shot and to provide similar outputs with the accuracy 

scores (i.e., scores and X-Y coordinations). For 46 trials, the participants were required to recall 

and report the relevant thoughts they would have during the aiming and firing phases. They were 

allowed to take a short break (i.e., 10-60 seconds) between blocks if needed. The experiment was 
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completed in two hours. Upon the completion of the experiment, they were offered a $50 gift 

card.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. A participant performing the task with the cap and glasses hooked up. The tablet beside 

the participant recorded estimations of the shots when participants were required to call their 

shot.  

 

 

Data analyses 

 

Descriptive analyses of participants’ demographics, quantitative analyses of accuracy 

scores and errors, qualitative analyses of the verbal protocols, and ERP for analyses of the ERN 

component were performed to test the study’s hypotheses. The following software were 

employed for the above analyses (a) SPSS 21, (b) Matlab R2016a, (c) EEGlab 14.0.0, and (d) 

ERPlab 6.0.   

Descriptive analyses. Descriptive analyses were performed to describe the demographics 

of the sample groups considering age, years of experience, and gender. In addition, means and 

standard deviations (SDs) of shooting accuracy and its features such as the number of missed 

shots, the stability of aiming, grouping size, and reaction time (RT) across skill-level in different 

conditions were compared.   
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Quantitative (behavioral) analyses. Four types of errors were calculated to learn how 

precisely expert, intermediate, and novice shooters could detect their performance errors. Actual 

scores (AS), registered by the SCATT system, estimated scores (ES), marked by the participants 

in the Qualtrics survey, and placements of AS and ES (i.e., X-Y coordination), received from the 

SCATT and the Qualtrics (see Figure 8). Traditionally, the quantity and accuracy of the shots are 

measured by the linear distance between the center of the target (i.e., bull’s eye) and the location 

of the shot (Maxey, 1984). Recently, this measurement was advanced by calculating the precise 

displacement of the shot according to horizontal and vertical linear distance (in millimeter) from 

the center of the target (e.g., Ball, Best, & Wrigley, 2003; Hawkins, & Sefton, 2011; Konttinen, 

Lyytinen & Era, 1999; Zanevskyy, Korostylova, & Mykhaylov, 2009). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. A schematic picture of the accuracy and error scores and the X-Y coordinates with the 

corresponding estimations scores.  
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Accuracy error (AE) and estimated error (EE) were computed through the linear distance 

between the AS/ES and the bullseye. Scores from the SCATT and the Qualtrics provided 

placement of each score in a Cartesian coordination system (i.e., X-Y). Therefore, the distance 

was determined via the Pythagorean theorem formula: 

𝐴𝐸 =  √𝐴𝑆𝑥
2 + 𝐴𝑆𝑦

2
 

𝐸𝐸 =  √𝐸𝑆𝑥
2 + 𝐸𝑆𝑦

2
 

Radial error (RE) were computed through the linear difference between (AE) and (EE). 

The magnitude of the linear distance between AS and ES was the actual error (AcE). The 

Angular error (θ) was computed via the polar coordinate system, which is a two-dimensional 

coordinate system in which each point on a plane is determined by a distance from a reference 

point and an angle from the reference point (“Polar coordinate system”, n.d.). 

 

𝐴𝑐𝐸 =  √(AS𝑥 − 𝐸𝑆𝑥)2 + (AS𝑦 − 𝐸𝑆𝑦)2 

θ =  𝐷𝐸𝐴𝑆 − 𝐷𝐸𝐸𝑆 

θ𝐴𝑆 = 𝐴𝑇𝐴𝑁 (
𝐴𝑆𝑦

𝐴𝑆𝑥
⁄ )×

180

𝜋
() 

θ𝐸𝑆 = 𝐴𝑇𝐴𝑁 (
𝐸𝑆𝑦

𝐸𝑆𝑥
⁄ )×

180

𝜋
() 

Qualitative analyses (analyses of verbal reports). The recorded verbal reports were 

first transcribed and segmented based on natural speech and synthetic signs (i.e., sentence by 

sentence). The segmented statements were then coded into five categories based on the study’s 

questions. Each category consisted of several subgroups in which each subgroup addressed a 

separate feature of the main category. 
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The first category, Monitoring Task Sequence (MTS), coded statements that were 

addressing sequences of the shooting task or the study’s procedure. It consisted of four sub-

groups that were related to the following statements. Statements addressing the study’s 

procedure were coded as (MTS-SP) “I was waiting for the beep.” Statements relevant to the body 

positioning (MTS-BP) were coded in this subgroup, “my arm was straight, and elbow was 

locked.” Awareness of firearm positioning (MTS-FP) regarding the weight, handling, and 

alignment coded in this sub-group “I remember I lined up the front sight with the rear sights.” 

Target recognition (MTS-TR) consisted of statements concerning the recognition of the target 

and the bullseye “I remember the bullseye was centered with the sights.” 

The second category of the coding scheme was relevant to the study’s main questions 

error-detection (ED). Statements reflecting an awareness of any deviations from the bullseye or 

actual body positioning were coded in this category: “I felt my hand was pulled down.”  

Moreover, these statements would technically be perceived from different sources of feedback: 

visual feedback (ED-VF) (“estimation is easier when I can see my sights”) and physical feedback 

(ED-PF) (“I did not feel any movements in my hand”). Statements reflecting zero error (e.g., 

“This one was like a perfect shot”) were coded in the no error (ED-NE) subgroup. This category 

also contained statements concerning anticipation of the shot placement (ED-A): “it should have 

landed on the top left.”  

The third category concentrated on error-correction (EC) when the participants 

attempted to correct any detected errors. The statements were coded in this group if participants 

reported a physical adjustment for compensation for the observed error (EC-PA): “I noticed my 

hand dropped before my vision occluded and I tried to compensate it a little toward up.” The 
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correction could also concern a visual (i.e., sight) adjustment (EC-VA): “I tried to ignore the rear 

sight and remove the blurry sight on the bullseye.” 

The fourth category encompassed statements identifying time (T) between two beeps, 

which could result in (a) physical impairment (T-PI) (“I felt fatigue holding the gun waiting for 

the beep”), technical impairment (T-TI) (“my hand moved when waiting for the second beep”), 

or attentional impairment (T-AI) (“I forgot to wait for the second beep”).  

The last category addressed irrelevant thoughts and statements regarding the performance when 

they could interfere with attention. This category was called distractions (D) and contained 

statements reflecting either internal distractions (D-ID) (e.g., “I was thinking about my afternoon 

appointment”) or external distractions (D_ED) (e.g., “the range noises were loud”). A summary 

of the coding scheme is shown in Table 3. 

  Table 3 

  A summary of the coding schema 

Category Definition Abbreviation 

Monitoring (M) 

Study Procedure  MTS-SP 

Body Positioning MTS-BP 

Firearm Positioning MTS -FP 

Target Recognition MTS -TR 

Error-Detection (ED) 

Visual Feedback ED-VF 

Physical Feedback ED-PF 

No Error ED-NE 

Anticipation ED-A 

Error-Correction (EC) 
Physical Adjustment EC-PA 

Visual Adjustment EC-VA 

Time (T) 

Physical Impairment T-PI 

Technical Impairment T-TI 

Attentional Impairment T-AI 

Distractions (D) 
Internal Distraction D-ID 

External Distraction D-ED 
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A trained undergraduate student and blind to the hypotheses of the study selected the 

meaningful statements and coded the segmented verbal reports about the categories addressed 

above. Twenty percent of the verbal reports for each participant were randomly selected and 

coded by a second coder who also was blind to the objectives of the study. Inter rater reliability 

were recorded at 91.6%. Later, quantity and quality of each category with its sub-groups were 

counted and used for further analysis. 

ERP analyses. To learn about the proper time-course of a detected error in shooting 

performance, the ERN component was time-locked to the response (i.e., pulling the trigger). 

Matching of the photo signals with the event codes were checked by a script written in Matlab, 

Psychtoolbox. The photo signals then were removed from the raw EEG data by the same script. 

Two levels of artifact rejection were applied in this analyses. Extremely noisy channels were 

interpolated with the average of the surrounding fine channels via the ERPlab software. 

Subsequently, the artifact subspace reconstruction (ASR) was applied to eliminate large muscle 

artifacts. The adjustments of different parameters (e.g., rejecting or correcting noisy windows) 

was repeated until an adequate percentage of data remained secured. Approximately, twenty 

percent of the data were rejected in this phase. To assess the ERN component, data were epoched 

for socres (e.g., 0-10) and the missed shots (e.g., within the square of target but not in the rings, 

and out of the target). Each epoch started from 600ms before the response (i.e., trigger pull) and 

continued to 100ms after the response. The baseline was set from -50ms to 0ms. Conditions of 

interest were classified as occluded vision missed, occluded vision accurate, full vision missed, 

and full vision accurate. To include as more and equal trials as possible in each condition, a 

criterion was defined for each group independently consistent with the skill level and grouping of 

the averaged accuracies in the group. For instance, the occluded vision missed condition for the 
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expert group consisted of the shots that were totally out of the target while in the full vision 

missed, in the same group, it consisted of shots placed out of target in the square and scored from 

1-7, which resulted in including an average of 69 trials in each condition. The detailed criteria is 

presented in the Table 4.  

Table 4 

Summary of the accurate and missed shots’ classification for each skill level 

Skill-Level Occluded 

Vision Missed 

Occluded Vision 

Accurate 

Full Vision Missed Full Vision 

Accurate 

Expert Out  Squar and (0-10) Out+Square+(1-7) (8-10) 

Intermediate Out Squar and (0-10) Out+Square+(1-5) (6-10) 

Novice Out Squar and (0-10) Out+Square+(1) (2-10) 

 

Data for the peak amplitude of the ERN at FCCz were used for computing averaged ERP 

waveforms. The time windows for the peak amplitude were set separately for each group 

consistent with the latency of the ERNs generated in each group: 30ms to 92ms for the expert 

group, 20ms 60ms for the intermediate group, and 14 to 48 for the novice group. Base lines were 

set at -50ms to 0ms. Then, repeated measures of ANOVA was performed to compare the peak 

amplitude of the ERN component in different conditions (i.e., occluded vision-missed, occluded 

vision-accurate, full vision-missed, and full-vision accurate) at the FCCz electrode, where the 

ERN component is supposed to be generated (Falkenstein, et al, 1991; Holroyd & Coles, 2002; 

Yeung, et al, 2004).    

Statistical analyses 

 Mixed Repeated Measures (MRM) ANOVA/MANOVAs were separately performed for 

the quantitative (i.e., behavioral), and qualitative (i.e., verbal protocols) data, respectively, to 

estimate the effects of visual conditions and skill levels on magnitude of actual and estimated 

errors as well as the verbal reports. Normality assumption violations were tested before 
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conducting the analyses. The significance level was set at p < .05. Partial eta squared values, 

Cohen’s d, and interaction were reported for all main and interaction effects.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 RESULTS 

Introduction 

This chapter consists of the following analyses: (a) descriptive data of shooting 

components by skill-level, (b) quantitative analyses of actual and estimated scores and errors, (c) 

qualitative analyses of verbal reports, and (d) ERP analyses. Shooting proficiency considering 

performance component (e.g., stability and grouping size of the shots) are compared among the 

three skill-level shooters. Findings concerning parametric analyses of scores, estimation of 

scores, and the computed errors are presented next. Results for the analyses of verbal repots are 

summarized for each category separately. Finally, the results pertained to the error component of 

the ERP analyses (i.e., ERN) are described and displayed.  

Descriptive analyses 

Shooting proficiency was tested by contrasting the three skill-level shooters on the 

number of missed shots, diametrical dispersion of shots, accuracy of shooting, and average of 

steadiness. All these components were recorded by the SCATT system.  

Number of missed shots. Number of missed shots reported here were computed by 

subtracting the total number of the hit shots from the total number of shooting trials (i.e., 336 

trials). Later, a detailed analysis of missed shots per block, condition and skill-level is reported.  

A one-way between-subject ANOVA was conducted for the total number of missed shots 

by skill-level. The ANOVA resulted in a significant mean difference among shooters, F(2, 27) = 

23.46, p =.001. On average, expert shooters had the least total number of missed shots (MEx = 

82.80, SDEx = 35.64, n = 10), and the intermediate and the novice shooters a larger number of 
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missed shots, respectively, (MInt = 140.67, SDInt = 29.99, n = 9), and (MNov = 183.00, SDNov = 

40.40, n = 11) in all trials (dEx-Int = 1.78, dEx-Nov = 2.83, dInt-Nov = 1.37, see Figure 9).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Means, medians, lower and upper quartiles, minimum and maximum values of missed 

shots by skill-level.  

 

 

Table 5 shows the mean and SD values, minimum, and maximum values of missed shots 

in each skill-level category of shooters. 

Table 5 

Descriptive values for the number of missed shots by skill-level 

  Expert (n = 10)  Intermediate (n = 9)  Novice (n = 11) 

Variable 
 

Mean (SD) 
Min-

Max 
 Mean (SD) 

Min-

Max 
 Mean (SD) 

Min-

Max 

Missed 

Shots 

 82.80 

(35.64) 
24-137  

140.67 

(29.98) 
91-169  

183.00 

(40.39) 
143-254 

 

 

As shown in Table 5, the minimum number of missed shots was attained to an expert 

shooter (n = 24) while the maximum number of missed shots was attained to a novice shooter (n 

= 245) (see figure 10).  
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Figure 10. Three participants’ performance results at 3 skill-levels. The novice shooter had the 

highest number of missed shots (nmissed = 245) and the expert shooter had the least number of 

missed shots (nmissed = 24). The intermediate shooters showed the least diametrical dispersion of 

shots (nmissed = 157). 

 

 

Mean missed shots. A 3 (skill-level) by 2 (visual conditions) by 24 repeated measure 

blocks ANOVA was performed to examine the mean differences for the missed shots by visual 

condition and skill-level. The results are shown in Table 6.  

Table 6 

A summary result of RM ANOVA on mean missed shots considering skill-level as a BS 

factor, and visual conditions and block as two WS factors 

 

Effect Wilk’s λ df F p ɳp
2 

Condition 0.09 1, 27 272.79 .001 0.91 

Skill-level 0.39 2, 27 20.80 .001 0.61 

Block 0.63 11, 297 1.05 .401 0.37 

Visual Condition*Skill-level 0.69 2, 27 6.05 .007 0.31 

Block*Skill-level 0.92 22, 638 1.22 .231 0.08 

Condition*Block 0.97 11, 297 0.93 .515 0.03 

Condition*Block*Skill-level 0.94 22, 638 0.85 .663 0.06 

 

A significant main effect for visual condition was evident, Wilks’ λ = 0.09, F (1, 27) = 

727.79, p = .001, ɳp
2 = 0.91.  The number of missed shots under the occluded condition was 
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greater than the full visual condition (MOccluded = 9.44, SDOccluded = 2.17 vs. MFull = 1.86, SDFull = 

3.89) (see Figure 11).  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Means and SEs of missed shots by visual condition. Cohen’s d value 

represents the mean difference between visual conditions. 

 

The analysis revealed a significant main effect for skill-level on missed shots, F (2, 27) = 

20.80, p = .001, ɳp
2 = 0.61. Post hoc Bonferroni analyses were conducted given the statistically 

significant F test. The expert shooters missed shots (MEx = 3.45, SDEx = 1.48) was significantly 

(p < 0.05) smaller than the novice shooters missed shots (MNov = 7.63, SDNov = 1.48, d = 2.82), 

and from the intermediate group (MInt = 5.86, SDInt = 1.48, dEx_Int = 1.63, dNov_Int = 1.20, see 

Figure 12). 

 

 

dOcc_Full = 3.89 
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Figure 12. Means and SEs of missed shots by skill-level. Cohen’s d values represent 

the mean differences between expert-intermediate and expert-novice shooters. 

 

A significant skill-level by visual condition effect, F (2, 27) = 6.05, p = .007, ɳp
2 = 

0.31 emerged. Figure 13 depicts this interaction effect. Pairwise comparisons under the occluded 

vision condition revealed that experts missed less shots (MEx_Occ = 6.57, SDEx_Occ = 2.16) than the 

intermediate shooters (MInt _Occ = 10.86, SDInt = 2.16, d = 1.99), and the novice shooters (MNov_Occ 

= 10.94, SDNov_Occ = 2.16, d = 2.02), while the difference between the intermediate and novice 

shooters was minimal (d = 0.04). This comparison under the full vision condition resulted in a 

greater gap between the intermediate and novice shooters (MInt _Full = 0.92, SDInt_Full = 1.69, 

MNov_Full = 3.01, SDNov_Full = 1.69, d = 1.24). The difference was almost minimal between the 

expert and intermediate shooters (MInt _Full = 0.92, SDInt_Full = 1.69, MEx_Full = 0.34, SDEx_Full = 

1.69, d = 0.34, see figure 13). The comparison among the 3 skill-level shooters considering the 

occluded and full vision conditions shows that by removing the visual feedback the intermediate 

* 
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shooters suffered the most (dInt_Occ_Full = 5.13), and the expert shooters the least (dNov_Occ_Full = 

4.09, dEx_Occ_Full = 3.21). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Figure 13. Means and SEs of the number of missed shots by visual condition and skill- 

level. Cohen’s d values represent the largest mean differences within and between 

groups.  

 

 

Diametrical dispersion of shots (grouping size of shots). Diametrical dispersion of 

shots was considered the center to center distance between two most distant shots (SCATT, 

Ltd.). It was computed in millimeter (mm). The results of the one-way between-subject ANOVA 

comparing diametrical dispersion means by skill-level resulted in a significant skill-level mean 

difference, F(2, 27) = 3. 20, p =.05. Table 7 presents a summary of means and SDs of the 

diametrical dispersion of shots within each of the shooting skill-level. The largest diametrical 

dispersion was noted in the novice shooters (MEx = 119.01, SDEx = 23.20) and the smallest in the 

intermediate shooters (MEx = 107.92, SDEx = 19.70, dEx-Int = 0.60, dEx-Nov = 1.16, dInt-Nov = 0.51, see 

Figure 10). 
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Table 7 

Descriptive values for diametrical dispersion of shots by skill-level 

  Expert (n = 10)  Intermediate (n = 9)  Novice (n = 11) 

Variable 
 Mean 

(SD) 
Min-Max  

Mean 

(SD) 
Min-Max  Mean (SD) Min-Max 

Diametrical 

Dispersion 

 98.79 

(8.27) 

85.50-

11.80 
 

107.92 

(19.70) 

66.00-

125.70 
 

119.01 

(23.20) 

96.30 – 

163.10 

 

Shooting accuracy (SA). Accuracy of shooting was considered the average of the points’ 

distance from the bullseye (SCATT, Ltd.). It was also computed in millimeter (mm). A one-way 

between-subject ANOVA resulted in a significant skill-level effect, F(2, 27) = 5.51, p =.01. The 

means and SD for the SA values are presented in Table 8. Expert shooters had the smallest SA 

mean (MEx = 4.57, SDEx = 2.38), the novice the largest mean AS (MNov = 11.42, SDNov= 6.53), and 

the intermediate shooters were in between (MInt= 9.95, SDInt = 3.48, dEx-Int = 1.80, dEx-Nov = 1.39, 

dInt-Nov = 0.28). 

Table 8 

Descriptive values for shooting accuracy (SA) by skill-level 

  Expert (n = 10)  Intermediate (n = 9)  Novice (n = 11) 

Variable 
 

Mean (SD) Min-Max  
Mean 

(SD) 
Min-Max  Mean (SD) Min-Max 

Accuracy of 

Shooting 

 
4.57 (2.38) 1.60-7.20  

9.95 

(3.48) 

3.80 – 

14.10 
 

11.42 

(6.53) 

1.80 – 

24.80 

 

Average steadiness in the 10.0 score (in the bull). This component refers to the total 

time the gun was aimed at the 10.0 score across all trials and is expressed in percentage (SCATT, 

Ltd.), and reflects how consistently shooters can minimize the movement during the aiming 

phase of shooting. (Era et al., 1996; Konttinen et al., 1999; Niinimaa, & McAvoy 1983). One-
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way between-subject ANOVA resulted in a significant skill-level effect, F(2, 27) = 19.86, p 

=.001. The expert shooters maintained the highest steadiness at the bullseye and the intermediate 

shooters maintained the least steadiness at the bullseye (MEx = 4.10, SDEx = 1.27, MInt = 1.66, 

SDInt = 0.88, dEx-Int = 2.23, MNov = 0.81, SDNov = 0.87, dEx-Nov = 3.02, dInt-Nov = 0.97, see Table 9 

and Figure 14).  

Table 9 

Descriptive values for average steadiness in 10.0 by skill-level 

  Expert (n = 10)  Intermediate (n = 9)  Novice (n = 11) 

Variable 
 

Mean (SD) 
Min-

Max 
 Mean (SD) 

Min-

Max 
 Mean (SD) 

Min-

Max 

Average 

Steadiness in 

10.0 

 

4.1 (1.72) 2-8  1.66 (0.88) 1-3  0.81 (0.87) 0-2 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 14. Means and SEs for average steadiness in 10.0 by skill-level. Cohen’s d values 

represent the largest mean differences between 3 skill-level shooters. 
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Quantitative analyses of shooting performance and performance error 

This part of the results relates to the descriptive and inferential statistics of shooting 

performance and performance errors. Actual scores (AS), estimated scores (ES), and X-Y 

coordinate of each variable were used to compute shooting performance errors. Error variables in 

addition to values of reaction time (RT) were subsequently used to make inferential conclusions 

concerning each skill-level’s competency in using available feedback (i.e., visual or body 

sensation), in detecting performance error, and making efficient estimation of performance.  

Reaction time (RT). Reaction time was recorded from initiating of the second beep 

until a response was made (i.e., the trigger was pulled). A 3 (skill-level) by 2 (visual conditions) 

by 24 repeated measure blocks ANOVA was performed for RT. The analysis results are 

presented in Table 10. 

Table 10 

A summary result of RM ANOVA on RT considering skill-level as a BS factor, and visual 

conditions and blocks as two WS factors 

 

Effect Wilks λ df F p ɳp
2 

Condition 0.75 1, 27 9.12 .005 0.25 

Skill-level 0.99 2, 27 5.03 .014 0.01 

Block 0.75 11, 297 9.31 .005 0.25 

Condition*Skill-level 0.92 2, 27 1.13 .340 0.08 

Block*Skill-level 0.99 22, 638 2.95 .005 0.01 

Condition*Block 0.86 11, 297 4.28 .002 0.14 

Condition*Block*Skill-level 0.95 22, 638 0.70 .840 0.05 

 

A significant main effect for visual condition Wilks’ λ = 0.75, F (1, 27) = 9.13, p = .005, 

ɳp
2 = 0.25 revealed that RT under the occluded condition was slower than the RT under the full 
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visual condition (MOccluded = 3.22, SDOccluded = 0.13 vs. MFull = 2.68, SDFull = 1.21, d = 0.63) (see 

Figure 15).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Means and SEs of RT by visual condition. Cohen’s d value represents the 

mean difference between visual conditions. 

 

The analysis revealed a significant main effect for skill-level on RT, F (2, 27) = 5.03, p = 

.014, ɳp
2 = 0.01. Post hoc Bonferroni analyses were conducted given the statistically significant 

F test. The expert shooters’ RT (MEx = 2.38, SDEx = 1.48) was significantly faster (p < 0.05) than 

the novice shooters’ RT (MNov = 3.56, SDNov = 1.41, d = 0.81), but not from the intermediate 

group (MInt = 2.89, SDInt = 1.56, d = 0.34, see Figure 16). 

A significant skill-level by block effect, F (22, 638) = 2.95, p = .000, ɳp
2 = 0.18 was 

revealed. Figure 16 depicts this interaction effect. RT for the intermediate and expert shooters 

remained almost similar throughout the blocks’ trials, while the novice shooters showed a sharp 

reduction in RT within the last blocks than first blocks (see Figure 17).  

 

dOcc_Full = 0.63 
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Figure 16. Means and SEs of RT by skill-level. Cohen’s d value represents the mean 

difference between the expert and the novice shooters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 17. Mean and SE for RT by shooting skill-level and trials’ block  

Expert shooters responded faster (lower RT values) in both full vision and occluded 

vision conditions (MEx_Occ = 2.77, SDEx_Occ = 0.03, and MEx_Full = 2.19, SDEx_Full = 0.01) than the 

* 
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intermediate shooters (MInt_Occ = 3.57, SDInt_Occ = 0.04, and MInt_Full = 2.43, SDInt_Full = 0.01), and 

the novice shooters (MNov_Occ = 4.09, SDNov_Occ = 0.08, and MNov_Full = 4.40, SDNov_Full = 0.04).  

Figures 18a and 18b show the means RT throughout the blocks in the two visual 

conditions for the the 3 skill-level shooters. However, the 3-way interaction was non-significant 

(p > .05). 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

 

Figure 18. Means and SE for RT in 12 blocks each by skill-level: (a) Occluded vision 

condition (12 blocks) (b) Full vision condition (12 blocks) 
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Shooting scores 

A series of RM of ANOVA procedures were performed for different shooting scores that 

are reported in this section. These are: total performance score, actual and estimated, scores and 

the difference between actual and estimated scores. 

Shooting scores. Shooting scores were computed by averaging of participants’ scores 

in all trials within each block and condition separately. Shooters performed 336 trials in 24 

blocks, 12 blocks in occluded vision condition and 12 blocks in full vision condition. A 3 (skill-

level) by 2 (visual conditions) by 24 repeated measure blocks ANOVA was performed for 

shooting scores. The analysis is presented in Table 11. 

Table 11 

A summary result of RM ANOVA on shooting scores considering skill-level as a BS 

factor, and visual conditions and trial blocks as two WS factors 

 

Effect Wilk’s λ df F p ɳp
2 

Condition 0.08 1, 27 306.92 .001 0.92 

Skill-level 0.33 2, 27 27.69 .001 0.67 

Block 0.94 11, 297 1.57 .108 0.06 

Visual Condition*Skill-level 0.46 2, 27 15.86 .001 0.54 

Block*Skill-level 0.91 22, 638 1.46 .085 0.09 

Visual Condition*Block 0.97 11, 297 0.95 .496 0.03 

Condition*Block*Skill-level 0.99 22, 638 1.24 .215 0.01 

 

The analysis revealed a significant main effect for visual occlusion, Wilk’s λ = 0.08, F (1, 

27) = 306.92, p = .001, ɳp
2 = 0.92. Mean scores in full vision condition was significantly greater 

than scores in occluded vision condition (MOccluded = 1.05, SDOccluded = 0.71 vs. MFull = 5.07, 

SDFull = 1.23, d = 4.01) across shooting skill-level (see Figure 19).  
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Figure 19. Means and SEs of shooting scores by visual condition. Cohen’s d value 

represents the mean difference between the visual conditions. 

Also, a significant main effect for skill-level was evident, F (2, 27) = 27.69, p = .001, ɳp
2 

= 0.67. Post hoc Bonferroni analyses revealed that expert shooters’ shooting scores (MEx = 4.39, 

SDEx = 1.35) were more accurate than both intermediate shooters’ (MInt = 2.94, SDInt = 1.42, d = 

1.05) and novice shooters’ shooting scores (MNov = 1.85, SDNov = 1.29, d = 1.92; see Figure 20). 

The intermediate shooters’ shooting scores were also significantly different from the novice 

shooters’ scores (d = .80). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20. Means and SEs of shooting scores by skill-level. Cohen’s d values 

represent the mean differences between expert-novice and intermediate-novice 

shooters. 
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A visual condition by skill-level effect on shooting scoring was also significant, F (2, 

58) = 15.86, p = .001, ɳp
2 = 0.54. Pairwise comparisons under the occluded vision condition 

revealed that expert shooting scores (MEx_Occ = 1.73, SDEx_Occ = .71) were more accurate than 

both intermediate shooters (MInt _Occ = .72, SDInt = .71, d = 1.42), and the novice shooters 

(MNov_Occ = .70, SDNov_Occ = .71, d = 1.45), while the difference between the intermediate and 

novice shooters were minimal (d = 0.03). This skill-level comparison under the full vision 

condition resulted in a greater gap between the intermediate and novice shooters (MInt _Full = 

5.16, SDInt_Full = 1.23, MNov_Full = 3.01, SDNov_Full = 1.23, d = 1.75). Under the full vision 

condition, the difference between the expert and intermediate shooters (MInt _Full = 5.16, SDInt_Full 

= 1.23, MEx_Full = 7.05, SDEx_Full = 1.23, d = 1.53) almost remained the same, but became much 

greater between the expert and novice shooters (MNov_Full = 3.01, SDNov_Full = 1.23, MEx_Full = 

7.05, SDEx_Full = 1.23, d = 3.28, see figure 21).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21. Means and SDs for shooting scores by skill-level and visual condition. 

Cohen’s d values represent the mean differences between groups. 

Deceptively, shooting scores under the occluded vision condition affected the expert 

shooters’ performance the most (dInt_Occ_Full = 4.42, dEx_Occ_Full = 7.50, dNov_Occ_Full = 2.30, see 

Figure 21).  
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Moreover, the shooting success rate was computed as a ratio of the number of hit 

shots over the total shots for each visual condition (SuccessRateEx_Occ = 0.37, SDEx_Occ  = 0.19, 

SuccessRateInt_Occ = 0.16, SDInt_Occ  = 0.10, SuccessRateNov_Occ = 0.14, SDNov_Occ   =  0.08, 

SuccessRateEx_Full = 0.97, SDEx_Full  = 0.05,  SuccessRateInt_Full = 0.84, SDInt_Full = 0.13, 

SuccessRateNov_Full = 0.42, SDNov_Full = 0.27). A one-way ANOVA resulted in a significant mean 

difference of success rate between groups in both occluded vision condition, F(2, 27) = 9.15, p 

=.001, and full vision condition, F(2, 27) = 24.95, p =.001. Post hoc tests revealed that the expert 

shooters’ success rate was statistically (p < 0.05) greater than both intermediate and novice 

shooters under both visual occlusions (dEx_Int_Occ = 1.38, dEx_Nov_Occ = 1.58, dEx_Int_Full = 1.31, 

dEx_Nov_Full = 2.83). This implies that the expert shooters maintained hand positioning stable in the 

absence of visual feedback and hit the target better than the other shooters. 

Figures 22a and 22b represent means and dispersion of scores in both occluded and full 

vision conditions in the three skill-level shooters. Shots in all skill-levels were more dispersed in 

occluded vision blocks than full vision blocks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22. Means and SEs for shooting scores by trial blocks by skill-level in (a) 

occluded vision condition (12 blocks), and (b) full vision condition (12 blocks) 
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Figure 22 Continued. Means and SEs for shooting scores by trial blocks by skill-level in 

(a) occluded vision condition (12 blocks), and (b) full vision condition (12 blocks) 

   

Actual and estimated scores. For 96 trials participants were asked to call their shots and 

to provide an estimation for the executed shot. To compare the actual and estimated scores, A 3 

(skill-level) by 2 (visual conditions: full vs occluded) by 2 (scores’ type: estimated vs actual) was 

performed. Table 12 presents the results of this analyses. 

Table 12 

A summary result of RM ANOVA on actual and estimated scores considering skill-level 

as a BS factor, and visual conditions and scores’ type as two WS factors 

 

Effect Wilks λ df F p ɳp
2 

Condition 0.12 1, 27 201.10 .001 0.88 

Skill-level 0.55 2, 27 10.83 .001 0.45 

Score 0.44 1, 27 34.78 .001 0.56 

Condition*Skill-level 0.77 2, 27 3.94 .032 0.23 

Score*Skill-level 0.96 2, 27 0.51 .600 0.04 

Condition*Score 0.2 1, 27 108.89 .001 0.80 

Condition*Score*Skill-level 0.41 2, 27 19.64 .001 0.59 
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 A significant main effect for condition was evident, F (1, 27) = 201.10, p = .001, ɳp
2 = 

0.88. Under full vision both estimated and actual scores were more accurate than under occluded 

condition across skill-level (MOcc = 2.83, SDOcc = 1.24 vs. MFull = 5.52, SDFull = 1.44, d = 2.01) 

(see Figure 23).  

 

 Figure 23. Means and SEs of combined actual and estimated scores by visual 

conditions. Cohen’s d value represents the mean difference within the visual conditions. 

 

 Also, the score type effect was significant, F (1, 27) = 34.78, p = .001, ɳp
2 = 0.56. 

Estimated scores were less accurate than actual scores across skill-level and visual condition 

(MActual = 3.09, SDActual = 0.79 vs. MEstimated = 5.25, SDEstimated = 2.12, d = 1.35) (see Figure 24). 

The analysis revealed a significant main effect for skill-level, F (2, 27) = 10.83, p =.001, 

ɳp
2 = 0.45. Post hoc Bonferroni analyses revealed that expert shooters’ shooting scores (MEx = 

5.62, SDEx = 1.24) were more accurate (p < 0.05) than both intermediate shooters’ (MInt = 3.72, 

SDInt = 1.24, d = 1.53) and novice shooters’ scores (MNov = 3.20, SDNov = 1.24, d = 1.95). (see 

Figure 25).  
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Figure 24. Means and SEs of actual and estimated scores by shooting scores’ type. 

Cohen’s d value represents the mean difference between actual and estimated scores. 

 

 

 

 Figure 25. Means and SEs of combined actual and estimated shooting scores by skill-

level across the visual conditions. Cohen’s d values represent the mean difference 

between the largest mean differences between expert-intermediate and expert-novice 

shooters. 
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A two-way interaction effect between skill-level and visual condition was also 

significant, F (2, 27) = 3.94, p = 0.032, ɳp
2 = 0.23. Pairwise comparisons within the occluded 

vision condition revealed that expert shooters’ scores (MEx_Occ = 3.99, SDEx_Occ = 1.24) were 

more accurate than the intermediate shooters’ scores (MInt _Occ = 2.30, SDInt = 1.24, d = 1.36), and 

novice shooters (MNov_Occ = 2.19, SDNov_Occ = 1.24, d = 1.45), while the difference between the 

intermediate and novice shooters’ shooting scores were minimal (d = 0.03). This comparison 

under the full vision condition resulted in greater gap between the intermediate and novice 

shooters (MInt _Full = 7.25, SDInt_Full = 1.44, MNov_Full = 5.13, SDNov_Full = 1.44, d = 1.75). The 

difference remained almost the same as in the occluded vision condition between the expert and 

intermediate shooters (MInt _Full = 5.13, SDInt_Full = 1.44, MEx_Full = 7.25, SDEx_Full = 1.44, d = 

1.53), and became much greater between the expert and novice shooters’ scores MNov_Full = 4.20, 

SDNov_Full = 1.44, MEx_Full = 7.25, SDEx_Full = 1.44, d = 2.11, see figure 26). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26. Means and SEs for combined actual and estimated shooting scores by visual 

condition and skill-level. Cohen’s d values represent the largest mean differences 

between skill-level. 

dEx_Nov_Full = 2.11 
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A significant 3-way interaction effect between visual condition, score type, and skill-

level emerged, F (1, 297) = 19.64, p = .001, ɳp
2 = 0.59. Pairwise comparisons revealed that the 

expert shooters estimated the shooting scores higher under the occluded vision condition (MEx_Occ 

= 6.15, SDEx_Occ = 2.22, MInt _Occ = 3.81, SDInt = 2.22, dEx-Int = 1.05, MNov_Occ = 3.06, SDNov_Occ = 

2.22, dEx-Nov = 1.39) and the full vision condition (MEx_Full = 7.33, SDEx_ Full = 2.18, MInt _ Full = 

5.30, SDInt = 2.18, dEx-Int = 0.93, MNov_ Full = 5.34, SDNov_ Full = 2.18, dEx-Nov = 0.91, dInt-Nov = 0.02, 

see Figure 25a). The same outcome was evident for the actual scores. Pairwise comparisons 

confirmed that under both visual conditions, the expert shooters scored higher (MEx_Occ = 1.89, 

SDEx_Occ = 0.80, MEx_Full = 7.15, SDEx_ Full = 1.16) than the intermediate (MInt _Occ = 0.80, SDInt = 

0.80, dEx-Int = 1.36, MInt _ Full = 4.96, SDInt = 1.16, dEx-Int = 1.90), and the novice shooters (MNov_Occ 

= .75, SDNov_Occ = 0.80, dEx-Nov = 1.34, MNov_ Full = 3.06, SDNov_ Full = 1.16, dInt-Nov = 1.1, see Figure 

27b). The difference between actual and estimation scores under both visual conditions is 

depicted in the Figure 27c. Pairwise comparisons within the occluded vision condition and the 

full vision condition revealed that the largest score difference emerged for the expert shooters 

(MEx_Occ = -4.33, SDEx_Occ = 2.24, MEx_Full = -0.18, SDEx_Full = 1.98, d = 1.96), then the 

intermediate shooters (MInt_Occ = -3.01, SDInt_Occ = 2.24, MInt_Full = -0.33, SDInt_Full = 1.98, d = 

1.70), and the least difference was noted for the novice shooters’ (MNov_Occ = -2.89, SDNov_Occ = 

2.24, MNov_Full = -2.27, SDNov_Full = 0.29).  

Difference between actual and estimated scores. Difference between actual and 

estimated scores were computed for each participant within each block separately (i.e., 

difference = actual score – estimated score). 
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Figure 27. Means and SEs for scoring type by visual condition and skill-level for (a) 

estimated scores, (b) actual scores, and (c) actual and estimated scores difference. 

Cohen’s d values represent the largest mean differences between and within the 

groups. 
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A 3 (skill-level) by 2 (visual conditions) by block repeated measure ANOVA was 

performed for the score-difference. The analysis is presented in Table 13. 

Table 13 

A summary result of RM ANOVA for the difference between actual and estimated scores 

considering skill-level as a BS factor, and visual conditions and blocks as two WS factors 

 

 

 

 

The main effect for the visual condition was significant, Wilks λ = 0.20, F (1, 27) = 

108.89, p = .001, ɳp
2 = 0.80. The negative values indicated that in both conditions estimated 

scores were higher than actual scores. The difference scores dropped more in the full than in the 

occluded vision condition (MOccluded = -3.42, SDOccluded = 2.25 vs. MFull = -0.93, SDFull = 1.99, d = 

1.17) (see Figure 28). 

Two-way integration effect between skill-level and condition was also significant, F (2, 

27) = 19.65, p < 0.05, ɳp
2 = 0.59. The interaction was depicted in Figure 27c and was described 

earlier. 

Performance errors 

In this section, the analyses of the errors are reported. Performance errors were computed 

through X-Y coordinates of actual and estimated scores. There were 3 types of errors: radial 

error (RE), actual error (AcE), and angular error (θ).  

 

Effect Wilk’s λ   df   F   p ɳp
2 

Condition 0.20 1, 27 108.89 .001 0.80 

Skill-level 0.96 2, 27 0.51 .604 0.04 

Block 0.95 11, 297 1.29 .230 0.05 

Condition*Skill-level 0.41 2, 27 19.65 .001 0.59 

Block *Skill-level 0.93 22, 638 1.03 .430 0.07 

Condition* Block 0.94 11, 297 1.69 .077 0.06 

Condition* Block *Skill-level 0.97 22, 638 0.41 .930 0.03 
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Figure 28. Means and SEs of score difference between actual and estimated scores by 

visual conditions. Cohen’s d value represents the mean difference between visual 

conditions. 

Radial error (RE). Radial error was considered the difference between actual error 

and estimated error. The actual error was the linear distance between actual scores and the 

bullseye, and estimated error was the linear distance between estimated scores and the bullseye. 

A 3 (skill-level) by 2 (visual conditions) by 24 repeated measures blocks ANOVA was 

performed for AE. The analysis is presented in Table 14. 

Table 14  

A summary result of RM ANOVA for AE considering skill-level as a BS factor, visual 

conditions, and block as two WS factors 

Effect Wilk’s λ    df F p ɳp
2 

Visual Condition 0.23 1, 27 89.23 .001 0.77 

Skill-level 0.68 2, 27 6.47 .005 0.32 

Block 0.97 11, 297 0.89 .551 0.03 

Visual Condition*Skill-level 0.67 2, 27 5.01 .014 0.27 

Block *Skill-level 0.52 22, 638 0.60 .900 0.27 

Visual Condition* Block 0.55 11, 297 1.27 .320 0.45 

Visual Condition* Block *Skill-

level 

0.40 22, 638 0.94 .368 0.37 
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A significant main effect of visual condition, Wilk’s λ = 0.27, F (1, 27) = 89.23, p = .001, 

ɳp
2 = 0.77, was revealed.  The magnitude of RE in the occluded vision trials was significantly 

larger than in the full vision trials (MOccluded = 96.71, SDOccluded = 29.99 vs. MFull = 33.30, SDFull = 

22.17, d = 2.40) (see Figure 29).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29. Means and SEs of RE by visual conditions. Cohen’s d values represent the 

largest mean differences between visual conditions.  

 

Skill-level also revealed a significant main effect for RE, F (2, 27) = 6.47, p = .005, 

ɳp
2 = 0.32. Post hoc Bonferroni analyses revealed that expert shooters’ RE (MEx = 51.56, SDEx = 

18.84) were significantly (p < 0.05) lower than novice shooters’ RE (MNov = 80.81, SDNov = 

18.84, d = 1.55). The intermediate shooters’ RE was not significantly different from the other 

two groups (MInt = 62.63, SDInt = 18.84) (see Figure 30). This finding is consistent with the first 

hypothesis of the study where expert shooters were expected to estimate performance error more 

precisely than the intermediate and the novice shooters.  
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Figure 30. Means and SEs of RE by skill-level. Cohen’s d value represents the largest 

mean difference between expert-novice shooters.  

 

The analysis also revealed a significant two-way interaction effect of skill-level by visual 

condition, F (2, 27) = 5.01, p = .014, ɳp
2 = 0.27. Pairwise comparisons within the occluded vision 

condition revealed that the mean RE for expert shooters (MEx_Occ = 84.86, SDEx_Occ = 29.89) was 

smaller than both intermediate shooters (MInt_Occ = 106.41, SDInt_Occ = 29.89, d = 0.72), and 

novice shooters (MNov_Occ = 98.86, SDNov_Occ = 29.89, d = 0.47). The comparison under the full 

vision condition appeared to result in a greater gap between novice shooters (MNov_Full = 62.76, 

SDNov_Full = 22.10) and both intermediate (MInt_Full = 18.85, SDInt_Full = 22.10, d = 1.99) and 

expert shooters’ RE (MEx_Full = 18.28, SDEx_Full = 22.10, d = 2.01). Under the occluded vision 

condition, the intermediate shooters displayed a smaller mean difference compared to the novice 

shooters’ RE (d = 0.25), while under the full vision condition, the intermediate shooters’ RE 

became smaller in magnitude and reached the expert shooters’ mean (d = 0.03). In fact, by 
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considering the RE in the occluded vision condition and the full vision condition across the skill-

level, it is evident that the visual condition causes a greater effect on the intermediate shooters’ 

RE (dInt_Occ_Full = 3.39), than the other shooters (dEx_Occ_Full = 2.58, , dNov_Occ_Full = 1.40, see figure 

31). These findings support both first and second hypotheses of the study in which the expert 

shooters were expected to estimate performance error more accurately than the other two skill-

levels under both visual conditions, while the intermediate shooters were expected to estimate 

performance error more accurately than the novice shooters under the full vision condition.   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31. Means and SEs for the radial error (mm) by visual condition and skill-level. 

Cohen’s d value represents the largest mean difference within the visual conditions. 

 

Figures 32a and 32b represent means and dispersion of REs in the occluded and full 

vision conditions for shooters varying in skill-level. The expert shooters in both visual conditions 

revealed smaller RE values than the intermediate and novice shooters.  

Angular error (θ). Theta was computed through the polar coordinate system to 

compare the angular disposition of an estimated score with the actual score. The angular error 

was termed θ (theta) and was measured by degree values. A 3 (skill-level) by 2 (visual 
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conditions) by 24 repeated measure blocks ANOVA was performed for θ. The analysis is 

presented in Table 15. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 32. Means for RE (mm) in blocks by skill-level: (a) Occluded vision condition (12 

blocks) (b) Full vision condition (12 blocks) 
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Table 15  

A summary result of RM ANOVA for θ considering skill-level as a BS factor, and visual 

conditions and trials as two WS factor  

Effect Wilks λ df F p ɳp2 

Visual Condition 0.19 1, 27 116.58 .001 0.81 

Skill-level 0.88 2, 27 1.90 .169 0.12 

Block 0.38 11, 297 2.57 .039 0.62 

Visual Condition*Skill-level 0.71 2, 27 5.43 .010 0.29 

Block *Skill-level 0.39 22, 638 0.98 .504 0.38 

Visual Condition* Block 0.49 11, 297 1.61 .183 0.51 

Visual Condition* Block *Skill-level 0.36 22, 638 1.03 .420 0.40 

The analysis revealed a significant main effect for visual condition, Wilk's λ = 0.19, F (1, 

27) = 116.58, p = .001, ɳp
2 = 0.81.  The mean value of θ within the occluded vision trials was 

significantly larger than in the full vision trials (MOccluded = 102.20, SDOccluded = 13.80 vs. MFull = 

73.15, SDFull = 12.65, d = 2.195).  (see Figure 33).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33. Means and SEs of θ by the visual condition. Cohen’s d value represents 

the largest mean difference between the visual conditions. 

 

dOcc_Full = 2.19 
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A significant effect emerged for the skill-level by visual conditions effect, F (2, 27) = 

5.43, p = 0.010, ɳp
2 = 0.29. Pairwise comparisons within the occluded vision condition revealed 

that θ for the expert shooters (MEx_Occ = 95.61, SDEx_Occ = 13.77) was smaller than both 

intermediate shooters (MInt_Occ = 107.67, SDInt_Occ = 13.77, d = 0.88), and novice shooters 

(MNov_Occ = 103.31, SDNov_Occ = 13.77, d = 0.56). Under the occluded condition, although the 

novice shooters showed smaller angular error than the intermediate shooters, the difference 

between them was small (d = 0.32). This comparison under the full vision condition resulted in a 

greater gap between the intermediate shooters (MInt_Full = 65.95, SDInt_Full = 12.60) and the novice 

shooters (MNov_Full = 82.09, SDNov_Full = 12.60, d = 1.28), and a smaller difference with the expert 

shooters (MEx_Full = 71.41, SDEx_Full = 12.60, d = 0.43). Comparing the angular error across the 

conditions, the intermediate shooters were more affected by the visual feedback removal 

(dInt_Occ_Full = 3.16, dEx_Occ_Full  = 1.83, dNov_Occ_Full  = 1.61, see figure 34). This finding supports 

the second hypothesis in that the intermediate shooters were expected to show higher awareness 

of performance error within the full vision condition than the occluded vision condition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 34. Means and SEs for the θ of visual condition by skill-level. Cohen’s d 

value represents the largest mean difference within the visual conditions. 

 

d
Int_Occ_Full

 = 3.16 
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A significant interaction effect was evident for condition by block, F (11, 29) = 2.56, 

p = 010, ɳp
2 = 0.29. Overall, the angular error was significantly greater under the occluded vision 

condition than the full vision condition across the blocks (see Figure 35). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Figure 35. Means for the θ of visual condition by skill-level 

Actual error (AcE). Actual error was considered as the linear distance between 

actual scores and estimated scores. A 3 (skill-level) by 2 (visual conditions) by 24 repeated 

measure block ANOVA was performed for AcE. The analysis is presented in Table 16. 

The analysis revealed a significant main effect for condition, Wilk’s λ = 0.12, F (1, 27) = 

122.27, p = .001, ɳp
2 = 0.82.  The magnitude of AcE in the occluded condition was significantly 

larger than under the full vision trials (MOccluded = 103.30, SDOccluded = 27.67 vs. MFull = 37.58, 

SDFull = 23.16, d = 2.58).  (see Figure 36).  
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Table 16 

A summary result of RM ANOVA for AcE considering skill-level as a BS factor, and 

visual conditions and block as two WS factors 

 

Effect Wilks λ df F p ɳp
2 

Visual Condition 0.18 1, 27 122.27 .001 0.82 

Skill-level 0.62 2, 27 8.18 .002 0.38 

Block 0.77 11, 297 0.46 .901 0.23 

Visual Condition*Skill-level 0.69 2, 27 6.05 .007 0.31 

Block *Skill-level 0.57 22, 638 0.49 .958 0.24 

Visual Condition* Block 0.58 11, 297 1.12 .407 0.42 

Visual Condition* Block *Skill-level 0.42 22, 638 0.84 .666 0.35 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

  

 

Figure 36. Means and SEs of AcE by visual condition. Cohen’s d value represents the 

mean difference between visual conditions. 

 

   A significant main effect for skill-level emerged, F(1, 27) = 8.18, p = .002, ɳp
2 = 0.38. 

Post hoc Bonferroni analyses revealed that novice shooters’ AcE (MNov = 89.11, SDNov = 19.58) 

DOcc_Full = 2.58 

*
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was significantly (p < 0.05) greater than both expert (MEx = 55.11, SDEx = 19.58, d = 1.74), and 

intermediate shooters’ scores (MInt = 67.53, SDInt = 19.58, d = 1.01, see Figure 37). These 

findings support the first hypothesis assuming smaller AcE in expert and intermediate level 

shooters than novice shooters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 37. Means and SEs of AcE by skill-level. Cohen’s d values represent the mean 

differences between expert-novice and intermediate-novice shooters. 

 

A significant interaction effect was also evident for the skill-level by visual conditions, F 

(2, 27) = 6.045, p = 0.007, ɳp
2 = 0.31. Pairwise comparisons under the occluded vision condition 

revealed that AcE for the expert shooters (MEx_Occ = 89.10, SDEx_Occ = 27.57) was smaller than both 

intermediate (MInt_Occ = 111.95, SDInt_Occ = 27.57, d = 0.83), and novice shooters (MNov_Occ = 

108.85, SDNov_Occ = 27.57, d = 0.72). Surprisingly, the intermediate shooters revealed slightly 

greater AcE error than the novice shooters (d = 0.11). Under the full vision condition, however, 

the difference between the expert and intermediate shooters shrunk to a minimal value (MEx_Full = 

21.12, SDEx_Full = 23.08, MInt_Full = 22.24, SDInt_Full = 23.08, d = 0.05), while a greater gap emerged 
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between the intermediate and the novice shooters (MNov_Full = 69.38, SDNov_Full = 23.08, MInt_Full = 

22.24, SDInt_Full = 23.08, d = 2.04). Comparing the AcE values while considering the occluded 

vision condition and the full vision condition shows that the intermediate shooters were affected 

by the visual feedback removal more than the other groups (dInt_Occ_Full = 3.53, dEx_Occ_Full  = 2.67, 

dNov_Occ_Full  = 1.55, see figure 38). 

 

 

Figure 38. Means and SEs for the AcE of visual condition by skill-level. Cohen’s d 

value represents the largest mean difference within visual conditions. 

 

Figures 339a and 39b represent means and dispersion of AcEs in the occluded and full 

vision conditions for shooters by three skill-level. In both visual conditions, the expert shooters 

has smaller AcE than the intermediate and novice shooters.  
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Figure 39. Means for AcE in 24 blocks by skill-level: (a) Occluded vision condition 

(12 blocks) (b) Full vision condition (12 blocks) 

 

Verbal report analyses 

The purpose of recording and assessing verbal report protocol was to examine the 

cognitive and thought processing underlying the awareness of performance error when the visual 

feedback was available, and when it was removed. This data clarifies the potential thought 
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differences at different levels of expertise. Verbal reports were recorded in 48 trials (i.e., 24 

under occluded vision condition and 24 under full vision condition). The verbal reports were 

transcribed verbatim by trained undergraduate students. Subsequently the verbal reports were 

segmented into the statements regarding the linguistic morphological markers (e.g., completion 

of the sentence, conjunction words, pauses). Then, the segmented statements were categorically 

coded and analyzed using Ericsson and Simon’s (1993) protocol by a trained undergraduate 

student who was blind to the study’s objectives. The categories, as were defined in chapter 3, are 

summarized in Table 17. 

Table 17 

Category and sub-categories schema created for the verbal report analyses 

Category Definition 

Monitoring (MTS) 

Study Procedure (SP) 

Body Positioning (BP) 

Firearm Positioning (FP) 

Target Recognition (TR) 

 Error-Detection (ED) 

Visual Feedback (VF) 

Physical Feedback (PF) 

No Error (NE) 

Anticipation (A) 

Error-Correction (EC) 
Physical Adjustment (PA) 

Visual Adjustment (VA) 

Time (T) 

Physical Impairment (PI) 

Technical Impairment (TI) 

Attentional Impairment (AI) 

Distractions (D) 
Internal Distraction (ID) 

External Distraction (ED) 
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Twenty percent of verbal reports for each participant were randomly selected and coded 

by a second coder who was also blind to the objectives of the study. Inter-rater reliability on 

statements and the categories were recorded at 91.6%.  

   Descriptive analyses of verbal reports. A total of 2379 statements were coded into 5 

categories from all three skill-level shooters. Table 18 presents the means and SDs of coded 

statements by thought category, visual condition, and skill-level.  

Table 18 

Means, SDs, and total number of coded statement by thought category, visual condition, and 

skill-level 

   Expert (n = 10)  Intermediate (n = 9)  Novice (n = 11) 

 
Category 

 
Sum M (SD)  Sum M (SD)  

Su

m 
M (SD) 

MTS 
Occluded  218 54.50 (5.93)  152 38.00 (6.71)  134 33.50 (4.68) 

Full  225 56.26 (8.20)  164 41.00 (8.03)  142 35.50 (4.44) 

 Total  443 55.38 (3.31)  316 39.50 (3.43)  276 34.50 (2.12) 

ED 
Occluded  292 73.00 (5.69)  166 41.50 (3.80)  111 27.75 (3.21) 

Full  255 63.75 (5.08)  184 46.00 (3.95)  151 37.75 (4.34) 

 Total  547 68.38 (2.57)  350 43.75 (1.82)  262 32.75 (1.89) 

EC 
Occluded  7 3.50 (2.47)  17 8.50 96.01)  7 3.50 (1.77) 

Full  5 2.50 (1.77)  14 7.00 94.95)  2 1.00 (0.71) 

 Total  12 1.50 (0.440  31 3.88 91.130  9 1.13 (0.33) 

T 
Occluded  13 4.33 (2.22)  15 5.00 (1.73)  27 9.00 (2.67) 

Full  10 3.33 (1.07)  18 6.00 (2.33)  19 6.33 (2.22) 

 Total  23 3.83 (0.78)  33 5.50 (0.92)  46 7.67 (1.12) 

D 
Occluded  2 1.00 (0.00)  6 3.00 (0.71)  8 4.00 (2.83) 

Full  5 2.50 90.35)  4 2.00 (0.71)  6 3.00 (0.71) 

 Total  7 0.88 (0.12)  10 1.25 (0.16)  14 1.75 (0.43) 

Note. MTS = monitoring task sequence, ED = error-detection, EC = error-correction, T = time, D 

= distraction. 

 

The number of statements varied by category and condition in each skill-level. For 

instance, the intermediate and expert shooters recalled more thoughts which pertain to awareness 
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toward the performance error (i.e., ED) (sumEx = 547, MEx = 68.38, SDEx = 2.57; sumInt =350, 

MInt = 43.75, SDInt = 1.85) than other categories. In contrast, the novice shooters provided more 

thoughts concerning monitoring task sequence (sumNov =276, MNov = 34.50, SDNov = 2.12). 

Figures 40-43 illustrate the distributions of the MTS and ED sub-categories. The graphs illustrate 

the means, medians, lower and upper quartiles, minimum and maximum number of statements in 

each sub-category that further analyses were performed accordingly. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 40. Means, medians, lower and upper quartiles, minimum and maximum values of 

the MTS sub-categories under the occluded vision condition by skill-level.  

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 41. Means, medians, lower and upper quartiles, minimum and maximum values of 

the MTS sub-categories under the full vision condition by skill-level. 
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Figure 42. Means, medians, lower and upper quartiles, minimum and maximum values of 

the ED sub-categories under the occluded vision condition by the skill-level. 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 43. Means, medians, lower and upper quartiles, minimum and maximum values of 

the ED sub-categories under the full vision condition across the skill-level.   

 

Overall there were 1175 statements reported during the occluded vision condition and 

1204 statements reported during the full vision condition (see Table 19). The expert shooters 
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gave 1032 statements, the intermediate shooters gave 740 statements, and the novice shooters 

recalled and stated only 607 statements. Table 20 presents a summary of the total number of 

statements per skill-level, condition, and the corresponding percentages. More details regarding 

descriptive of each shooters’ statements in each category and condition are provided in Table 20. 

Table 19 

Total number of coded statements and the corresponding percentage by visual condition  

  Occluded Vision  Full Vision  Total 

  Sum Percent  Sum Percent  Sum Percent 

Total  1175 49.39%  1204 50.61%  2379 100.00% 

 

Table 20 

Total number of coded statements and the corresponding percentage in each condition by 

skill-level 

  Expert (n = 10)  Intermediate (n = 9)  Novice (n = 11) 

Condition  Sum Percent  Sum Percent  Sum Percent 

Occluded  532 51.55%  356 48.11%  287 47.28% 

Full  500 48.45%  384 51.89%  320 52.72% 

Total  1032 100.00%  740 100.00%  607 100.00% 

 

 Distributions of the number of statements in each category, sub-category, and condition 

for each skill-level confirm our prediction in that expert shooters are expected to report more 

statements from the higher-level processes (e.g., awareness of the error and estimating of the 

outcome of shots), while novice shooters were expected to recall and report more thoughts 

concerning the lower-level processes (e.g., previously encoded sequence of the task).  
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A series of RM of MANOVA were performed for each thought category using 3 (skill-

level) by 2 (visual condition) by n (category) with altered levels (depending on the category and 

the corresponding sub-categories). Results for each category is provided below.  

Monitoring task sequence (MTS). This category addressed the sequence of the shooting 

task or study’s procedure. Four sub-categories were included in this category: study’s procedure 

(MTS-SP), body positioning (MTS-BP), firearm positioning (MTS-FP), and target recognition 

(MTS-TR). Table 21 presents results of a 3 by 2 by 4 RM MANOVA for the MTS category.  

Table 21  

A summary result of RM MANOVA for MTS considering skill-level as a BS factor and 

visual conditions and thought category as WS factors  

 

Effect Wilk’s λ df F p ɳp
2 

Visual Condition 0.98 1, 27 0.58 .451 0.02 

Skill-level 0.89 2, 27 1.61 .219 0.11 

Sub-Category 0.69 3, 81 11.83 .001 0.31 

Condition*Skill-level 0.99 2, 27 0.03 .972 0.01 

Sub-Category *Skill-level 0.84 6, 174 2.59 .024 0.16 

Condition* Sub-Category 0.96 3, 81 0.97 .409 0.04 

Condition* Sub-Category *Skill-level 0.94 6, 174 0.86 .529 0.06 

 

The analysis revealed a significant main effect for sub-category, Wilk’s λ = 0.61, F(3. 81) 

= 11.83, p = .001, ɳp
2 = 0.16. Post hoc Bonferroni analyses were conducted given the statistically 

significant F test. SP (MSP = 7.69, SDSP = 5.99) was used significantly (p < 0.05) more than BP 

(MBP = 3.20, SDBP = 3.94, d = 0.89), FP (MFP = 3.36, SDFP = 0.64, d = 1.02), and TR (MTR = 

3.17, SDTR = 0.63, d = 1.06) (see Figure 44). 
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 Figure 44. Means and SEs of MTS by sub- category; study procedure = SP, body 

P\positioning = BP, firearm positioning = FP, target recognition = TR. Cohen’s d values 

represent the largest mean differences between sub-categories. 

 

A significant sub-category by skill-level interaction emerged, Wilk’s λ = 0.61, F(6, 174) = 

2.59, p = .024, ɳp
2 = 0.31. Pairwise comparisons within the sub-categories revealed that the 

expert and intermediate shooters recalled more thoughts concerning the study’s procedure (SP) 

(MEx = 9.25, SDEx = 1.89 and MInt = 9.25, SDInt = 1.99, respectively) than the novice shooters 

(MNov = 4.55, SDNov = 1.18, dNov-Ex = 2.98, dNov-Int = 2.89). In contrast, the novice shooters 

provided more statements concerning hand and body positioning (BP) (MNov = 3.86, SDNov = 

3.92) than the intermediate (MInt = 2.33, SDInt = 3.92, d = 0.39), but not than the expert shooters 

(MEx = 3.40, SDEx = 3.92, d = 0.12). Expert shooters recalled more thoughts about firearm and 

trigger pull thoughts (MEx = 6.15, SDEx = 1.10) than the intermediate shooters and the novice 

shooters (MInt = 3.06, SDInt = 1.16, d = 2.73, and MNov = 0.86, SDNov = 1.05, d = 4.91, 

respectively) (see Figure 45).  
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Figure 45.  Means and SEs for the MTS category by visual condition and skill-level, study 

procedure = SP, body P\positioning = BP, firearm positioning = FP, target recognition = TR. 

Cohen’s d values represent the largest mean differences between sub-categories by skill-

level. 

 

Table 22 presents a summary of sums, means, and SDs for each sub-category of ED.  

Table 22 

Means and SDs of ED sub-categories by visual conditions and skill-level. study procedure = SP, 

body P\positioning = BP, firearm positioning = FP, target recognition = TR. 

 

   Expert (n = 10)  Intermediate (n = 9)  Novice (n = 11) 

Sub-category Condition  Sum M (SD)  Sum M (SD)  Sum M (SD) 

BP 
Occluded  32 3.20 (3.32)  21 2.33 (2.29)  35 3.18 (4.09) 

Full  36 3.60 (4.01)  21 2.33 (2.60)  50 4.55 (6.64) 

SP 
Occluded  84 8.40 (7.18)  78 8.67 (6.27)  53 4.82 (3.99) 

Full  101 10.10 (8.94)  89 9.89 (5.71)  47 4.27 (4.84) 

FP 
Occluded  63 6.30 (5.12)  28 3.11 (2.93)  8 .73 (.65) 

Full  60 6.00 (5.85)  27 3.00 (3.54)  11 1.00 (1.34) 

TR 
Occluded  39 3.90 (3.45)  25 2.78 (3.83)  38 3.45 (4.53) 

Full  28 2.80 (3.08)  27 3.00 (3.94)  34 3.09 (3.36) 
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Error-detection (ED). This category of the coding scheme reflects an awareness to any 

deviations from the bullseye or actual body positioning. The sub-categories of ED were: visual 

feedback (ED-VF), physical feedback (ED-PF), no error (ED-NE), and anticipation of the shot 

placement (ED-A). A 3 by 2 by 4 RM MANOVA was performed. Table 23 presents the results 

of this analysis.  

 

Table 23  

RM MANOVA for ED considering skill-level as a BS factor, and visual conditions and 

sub-category as two WS factors  

 

Effect Wilks λ df F p ɳp
2 

Visual Condition 0.98 1, 27 0.51 .480 0.02 

Skill-level 0.66 2, 27 6.83 .004 0.34 

Sub-Category 0.83 3, 81 5.37 .002 0.17 

Condition*Skill-level 0.68 2, 27 6.26 .006 0.32 

Sub-Category *Skill-level 0.92 6, 174 1.10 .370 0.08 

Condition* Sub-Category 0.97 3, 81 0.83 .481 0.03 

Condition* Sub-Category *Skill-level 0.97 6, 174 0.46 .835 0.03 

 

The results revealed a significant main effect for skill-level, Wilk’s λ = 0.66, F(3. 81) = 

5.37, p = .002, ɳp
2 = 0.17. Post hoc Bonferroni analyses were conducted given the statistically 

significant F test. Expert shooters (MEX = 6.84, SDSP = 2.39) used significantly (p < 0.05) more 

ED statements than the novice shooters (MNov = 2.98, SDNov = 2.39, d = 1.62), but not from 

intermediate shooters (MInt = 4.86, SDInt = 2.39, d = 0.83) (see figure 46). 

A significant main effect for sub-category, Wilk’s λ = 0.83, F(3, 81) =  5.37, p = .002, ɳp
2 

= 0.17 emerged. Post hoc Bonferroni analyses were conducted given the statistically significant 
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F test. PF (MPF = 7.93, SDPF = 3.20) was used significantly (p < 0.05) more times than VF (MVF 

= 3.67, SDVF = 3.80, d = 1. 21), and NE (MNE = 3.95, SDNE = 4.00, d = 1.10) (see figure 47).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 46. Means and SEs of ED by skill-level. Cohen’s d value represents the largest 

mean difference between expert and novice shooters.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 47. Means and SEs of ED by thought category; visual feedback =VF, physical 

feedback =PF, no error =NE, and anticipation of the shot placement =A. Cohen’s d 

values represent the largest mean differences between PF -VF and PF-NE. 

 

*
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A significant visual condition by skill-level emerged, Wilk’s λ = 0.68, F(2, 27) = 6.26, p 

= .006, ɳp
2 = 0.32. Pairwise comparisons showed that only expert shooters recalled and stated 

more thoughts in the occluded condition than the full vision condition (MEx_Occ = 7.30, SDEx_Occ = 

2.54 and MEx_Full = 6.38, SDEx_Full = 2.40), while the intermediate and novice shooters had more 

stated thoughts during the full vision condition than the occluded vision condition (MInt_Occ = 

4.61, SDInt_Occ = 2.54 and MInt_Full = 5.11, SDInt_Full = 2.40, MNov_Occ = 2.53, SDNov_Occ = 2.54 and 

MNov_Full = 3.43, SDNov_Full = 2.40) (see Figure 48).  Cohen’s d values across the skill-level 

revealed larger mean difference within the occluded vision condition than the full vision 

condition (dEx-Occ_Int-Occ = 1.05 vs. dEx-Full_Int-Full = 0.52, dEx-Occ_Nov-Occ = 1.88 vs. dEx-Full_Nov-Full = 

1.23). 

 

Figure 48. Means and SEs of the ED category by visual condition and skill-level 

Table 24 presents a summary of sums, means, and SDs for each sub-category of ED. 

Figure 49 illustrates a pictorial comparison of means in two conditions by skill-level. 
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congruently with hypotheses 3 and 4, this finding supports the notion that higher skill-level (e.g., 

expert and intermediate shooters) recall and state more awareness of error in PF and A sub-

categories than novice shooters in both visual conditions. This result confirms the assumption 

that verbal reports reflect more frequent use of proprioceptive information in detecting 

performance error among shooters at higher levels of expertise. The fifth hypothesis predicting 

more verbal statements in VF sub-category among the lower levels of skill-level was not 

supported in this study. 

Table 24 

Means and SDs of ED sub-categories by condition and skill-level. visual feedback =VF, physical 

feedback =PF, no error =NE, and anticipation of the shot placement =A. 

 

   Expert (n = 10)  Intermediate (n = 9)  Novice (n = 11) 

Sub-Category Condition  Sum M (SD)  Sum M (SD)  Sum M (SD) 

PF 
Occluded  104 10.40 (3.84)  57  6.33 (4.00)  38 3.45 (3.11) 

Full  92 9.20 (4.16)  60  6.67 (4.06)  61  5.55 (3.56) 

VF 
Occluded  54 5.40 (5.93)  30  3.33 (3.24)  13 1.18 (1.94) 

Full  50  5.00(4.78)  39  4.33 (4.27)  31  2.82 (2.56) 

NE 
Occluded  58 5.80 (3.19)  27 3.00 (4.82)  39 3.55 (3.88) 

Full  48  4.80 (3.36)  27 3.00 (4.82)  39  3.55 (3.88) 

A 
Occluded  76 7.60 (7.68)  52  5.78 (3.53)  21  1.91 (2.07) 

Full  65  6.50 (5.36)  58  6.44 (4.77)  20  1.82 (1.88) 

 

Error-correction (EC). This category centers on error-correction (EC) when the 

participants correct any detected errors by making either physical adjustment (EC-PA), or visual 

(i.e., sight) adjustment (EC-VA).  
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Figure 49. Means and SEs of ED sub-categories by conditions and the skill-level 

Table 25 represents a summary of sums, means, and SDs for each sub-category of EC. 

The intermediate shooters stated more thoughts considering making a physical adjustment for the 

detected errors (sumInt_Occ = 17, MInt_Occ = 1.89, SDInt_Occ = 2.32, and sumInt_Full = 14, MInt_Full = 

1.56, SDInt_Full = 2.19). The number of statements were not considerable for the further inferential 

analyses because of the low number of such statements. 

Table 25 

Means and SDs of EC sub-categories in condition and skill-level 

 

   Expert (n = 10)  Intermediate (n = 9)  Novice (n = 11) 

Sub-Category Condition  Sum M (SD)  Sum M (SD)  Sum M (SD) 

VC 
Occluded  0  0.00 (.00)  0  0.00 (.00)  1  0.09(0.30) 

Full  0  0.00 (.00)  0  0.00 (.00)  0 0.00 (.00) 

PC 
Occluded  7  0.70 (1.57)  17  1.89 (2.32)  6 0.55 (0.82) 

Full  5  0.50 (0.70)  14  1.56 (2.19)  2  0.18 (0.41) 

 

Time (T). This category encompassed statements identifying time (T) between two 

beeps: physical impairment (PI),technical impairment (TI), or attentional impairment (AI). 
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Table 26 represents a summary of sums, means, and SDs for each sub-category of T 

subcategory. Novice shooters were more affected by the time between two beeps, namely during 

the occluded vision condition, which caused more physical impairment than the intermediate and 

the expert shooters (MNov_Occ = 1.55, SDNov_Occ = 3.17 vs. MEx_Occ = 1.20, SDEx_Occ = 1.23, d = 

0.15, vs. MInt_Occ = 1.22, SDInt_Occ = 1.09, d = 0.14, respectively) or attentional impairment 

(MNov_Occ = 0.82, SDNov_Occ = 1.54, MEx_Occ = 0.10, SDEx_Occ = 0.32, d = 0.65, vs. MInt_Occ = 0.22, 

SDInt_Occ = .44, d = 0.53, respectively) The number of statements were not considerable for 

further inferential analyses. 

 

Table 26 

Means and SDs of T sub-categories in condition and skill-level 

 

Distractions (D). This category refers to irrelevant thoughts and statements regarding the 

shooting performance; specifically, interfering attention: internal distractions (ID), and external 

distractions (ED). 

Table 27 represents a summary of sums, means, and SDs for each sub-category of the D 

subcategory. Novice shooters had more stated thoughts reflecting distractions than intermediate 

shooters and expert shooters (MNov_Occ = 0.73, SDNov_Occ = 2.10, vs. MEx_Occ = 0.10, SDEx_Occ = 

   Expert (n = 10)  Intermediate (n = 9)  Novice (n = 11) 

Sub-Category Condition  Sum M (SD)  Sum M (SD)  Sum M (SD) 

PI 
Occluded  12 1.20 (1.23)  11 1.22 (1.09)  17 1.55 (3.17) 

Full  2  0.20 (0.63)  14 1.56 (1.51)  14 1.27 (2.69) 

TI 
Occluded  0 0.00 (.00)  2 0.22 (0.44)  1 0.09 (.30) 

Full  1  0.10 (0.32)  1 0.11 (0.33)  2 0.18 (0.60) 

AI 
Occluded  1 0.10 (0.32)  2 0.22 (0.44)  9 0.82 (1.54) 

Full  7 0.70 (1.34)  3 0.33 (0.71)  3 0.27 (0.65) 
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0.32, d = 0.42, vs. MInt_Occ = 0.44, SDInt_Occ = 0.73, d = 0.18, respectively). The distractions were 

stated more as internal distractions mainly in the occluded vision condition. The number of 

statements were not considerable for further inferential analyses. 

 

Table 27 

Means and SDs of D sub-categories in condition and skill-level 

 

ERP analyses 

Descriptive analyses. Corresponding to the criteria addressed in chapter 3 (see Table 4), 

we defined 4 conditions: occluded less accurate (OLA), occluded accurate (OA), full less 

accurate (FLA), and full accurate (FA). Except for the intermediate and novice shooters which 

did not have equal number of trials within the OA condition (nInt_OA = 263, nNov_OA = 267), all 

other conditions contained the same number of trials per group. More details are provided in 

Table 28 and Figure 50.  

It was sought to identify the error-related negativity (ERN) component time locked to the 

response (i.e., trigger pull). Therefore, we compared the peak magnitude of ERN in accurate and 

less accurate trials in both visual conditions. The ERN was measured at electrode FCCz. The 

grand average of the ERN waveforms and topomaps at FCCz revealed onset of the ERN at 

different times for each skill-level (see Figure 51). Therefore, latencies encompassing the ERN 

   Expert (n = 10)  Intermediate (n = 9)  Novice (n = 9) 

Sub-

Category 
Condition 

 
Sum M (SD)  Sum M (SD)  Sum M (SD) 

ID 
Occluded  1 0.10 (0.32)  4 0.44 (0.73)  8 0.73 (2.10) 

Full  3 0.30 (0.68)  3 0.33 (0.71)  4 0.36 (0.64) 

ED 
Occluded  1 0.10 (0.32)  2 0.22 (0.44)  0 0.00 (.00) 

Full  2 0.20 (0.63)  1 0.11 (0.33)  2 0.18 (0.41) 
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component were chosen from 30ms to 92ms for the expert shooters, 20ms to 60ms for the 

intermediate shooters, and 14ms to 48ms for the novice shooters and the baseline was set at -

50ms to 0ms.  

 Table 28 

Descriptive frequency of the trials included in each condition for the ERP analyses 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 50. Number of trials per condition by skill-level. OLA = occluded less accurate, 

OA = occluded accurate, FLA = full less accurate, and FA = full accurate. 

 

   Expert (n = 10)   Intermediate (n = 8)   Novice (n = 8) 

Condition  n Min-Max M (SD)  n Min-Max M (SD)  n Min-Max M (SD) 

Occ-LA  
691 23-129 69.1 (35.95)  982 48-168 103.44 (44.64)  931 59-151 103.44 (30.35) 

Occ-A  699 15-98 69.90 (25.60)  263 0-76 29.22 (24.55)  257 8-64 28.56 (16.76) 

Full-LA  
741 26-100 74.1 (21.53)  620 33-101 68.89 (21.663)  646 16-132 71.78 (41.28) 

Full-A  715 41-102 71.50 (22.52)  624 28-128 69.33 (38.24)  626 26-114 69.56 (30.22) 
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Figure 51. The ERN waveforms at the FCCz electrode for four conditions: OLA = 

occluded less accurate, OA = occluded accurate, FLA = full less accurate, and FA = full 

accurate at three skill-level: (a). Expert, (b). Intermediate, and (c). Novice. The dotted 

line parallel to the Y axes depicts the different time-course of the ERN initiation across 

the skill-level.  
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A 3 (skill-level) by 2 (visual conditions) by 2 (accuracy) RM of ANOVA was performed 

for the ERN component at the FCCz. The analysis is presented in Table 29. 

 Table 29  

A summary result of RM ANOVA for the ERN at the FCCz considering skill-level as a BS 

factor, and visual condition and accuracy as two WS factors 

 Wilks λ df F p ɳp2 

Condition 0.97 1, 25 0.63 .436 0.03 

Skill-level 0.30 2, 25 0.87 .431 0.70 

Accuracy 0.83 1, 25 4.79 .039 0.17 

Condition*Skill-level 0.73 2, 25 4.20 .028 0.27 

Accuracy *Skill-level 0.67 2, 25 5.54 .011 0.33 

Condition* Accuracy 0.97 1, 25 0.70 .412 0.03 

Condition* Accuracy *Skill-level 0.95 2, 25 0.62 .549 0.05 

 

A significant main effect for accuracy was noted, Wilks λ = 0.61, F(1, 25) = 4.79, p = 

.039, ɳp
2 = 0.17. The mean values of the accurate conditions were significantly more negative 

than the less accurate conditions (MLA = -7.94, SDLA = 5.31 and MA = -6.73, SDA = 5.40, d = -.61) 

(see Figure 52). The negative values indicate the negative amplitude of the ERN component in 

each condition. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 52. Means and SEs of the ERN by accuracy. Cohen’s d values represent the mean 

differences between accuracy conditions.  
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The interaction effect between visual condition and skill-level was also significant, F(1, 

25) = 4.20, p = .028, ɳp
2 = 0.27. A series of independent sample t-tests were computed to 

compare changes in the ERN negativity from the occluded to the full conditions. There was only 

a tendency toward significant difference in the occluded vision condition between expert 

(MEx_Occ = -10.93, SD Ex_Occ = 6.46) and novice shooters (MNov_Occ = -5.21, SDNov_Occ = 3.46); 

t(16) = -1.90, p =  .076 (see Figure 48). Paired samples t-tests revealed that the novice shooters’ 

ERN significantly changed from the occluded vision (MNov_Occ = -5.21, SDNov_Occ = 3.46) to the 

full vision conditions (MNov_Full = -8.73, SDNov_Full = 5.55); t(7) =  3.26, p =  .014, with more 

negativity during the full vision condition, but the other two groups did not differ in the two 

conditions. The negativity of the ERN component for expert shooters in the occluded vision 

condition was greater than both the intermediate and the novice shooters (dEx-Int_Occ = 0.63, dEx-

Nov_Occ = 0.93). In the full vision condition, the ERN negativity for the expert shooters was larger 

than the intermediate shooters (dEx-Int_Full = 0.62), but the difference to the novice shooters was 

minimal (dEx-Nov_Full = 0.08) (see Figure 53). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 53. Means and SEs for the ERN component at the FCCz by visual conditions and 

skill-level. Cohen’s d values represent the largest mean differences between skill-levels 

within visual conditions. 
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The two-way interaction between accuracy and skill-level was significant: F(1, 25) = 

5.54, p = .011, ɳp
2 = 0.33. Paired-samples t-test were computed to compare changes in the ERN 

negativity from less accurate to accurate conditions. Paired wise comparisons showed no 

significant difference neither between groups nor within groups. Mean comparisons within the 

accuracy conditions showed that although the expert shooters had larger amplitudes in both 

conditions, changes from LA to A conditions remained the same for the expert and intermediate 

shooters (MEx_LA = -9.11, SD Ex_LA = 5.90 vs. MInt_LA = -6.04, SD Int_LA = 5.19, dLA = 0.58, and 

MEx_A = -9.04, SD Ex_A = 5.93, vs. MInt_A = -5.88, SD Int_A = 4.92, dA = 0.59). In contrast the novice 

shooters acquired more negativity in the accurate condition (MNov_LA = -5.03, SD Nov_LA = 4.46 vs. 

MNov_A = -8.91, SD Nov_A = 5.01, d = 0.63) (see Figure 54). The ERN for the expert shooters was 

more negative than the intermediate and novice shooters in both conditions (dEx-Nov_ LA = 0.78, 

and dEx-Nov_A = 0.02) but not significant. The current results did not support the seventh 

hypothesis in that the ERN component was supposed to be more negative for the less accurate 

shots than the accurate shots among expert, intermediate, and novice shooters (see figure 55).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 54. Means and SEs for the ERN component at the FCCz by accuracy and skill-

level. Cohen’s d values represent the largest mean differences between skill-levels within 

accuracy conditions. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

The primary objective of this study was to examine awareness of performance error in a 

self-paced sport and at different skill levels to acquire clearer insights into the source of feedback 

signaling error information. The majority of studies in the literature concentrated on the role of 

anticipatory skills in dynamic sports (e.g., soccer, tennis, squash) distinguishing expert and 

novice players (Abernethy, 1986; Abernethy, 1990; Cauraugh et al., 1994; Liebermann, & Lidor, 

1996; Savelsbergh, Williams, Van der Kamp, & Ward, 2002; Tenenbaum et al., 2001; 

Tenenbaum & Summers, 1997; Williams et al., 2002). The visual feedback/information was also 

commonly addressed as the primary source of feedback for a successful anticipation. 

Nonetheless, this has not been endorsed in self-paced sports (e.g., shooting, archery), and 

therefore, the same notions form dynamic sports may not apply to the self-paced sports.  One 

reason for this is related to the internal feedback (e.g., physical or proprioceptive - sensing the 

task at hand) which is processed faster than visual feedback (Gibbs, 1965). Moreover, there is 

evidence suggesting that internal feedback is a more important source of feedback at higher skill-

levels (Schmidth & Lee, 2014). Relying on different knowledge needed at different skill levels, 

we hypothesized that high level of expertise shooting might not rely on visual information as 

much as lower level shooting. The current study addressed error-detection as an anticipatory skill 

in a self-paced task where internal error signals can assist high-level performers to anticipate the 

outcome better than other their lower counterparts. Overt (i.e., behavioral measurements and 

verbal report protocols) and covert (i.e., ERN component) measures were used in this study. The 
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current study is a novel attempt to monitor the neural basis of an anticipatory task outside of the 

laboratory in a real-world sports setting - shooting performance.   

Error-detection was tested through a pistol shooting performance deployed in a private 

room simulating an actual range. Shooters of three skill levels (i.e., expert, intermediate, and 

novice) performed 336 trials in two visual conditions (i.e., occluded and full vision conditions), 

which lasted nearly 3 hours. The overt measures were the number of missed shots and shooting 

accuracy (i.e., radial and angular errors). Retrospective verbal reports were collected and 

analyzed to study the cognitive processing supporting error-detection. Furthermore, error-

related-negativity (ERN) component was measured to disclose the neural behaviors and the brain 

activations when an error was detected.    

Shooting proficiency and skill level 

Shooting proficiency was evaluated through several shooting components, grouping size 

of shots, average steadiness in the 10th (bull eye) score, mean of missed shots, and mean of 

shooting accuracy. The analyses of diametrical dispersion of shots (grouping size) revealed that 

expert shooters’ shots were less spread around the bullseye than other skill-level shooters. The 

intermediate shooters also displayed a smaller dispersion of the shots than the novice shooters. 

Shooters also showed a hierarchical proficiency regarding the average steadiness in the 10.0 

score. In fact, the expert shooters exhibited the highest steadiness amongst all, and the 

intermediate shooters were steadier than the novice shooters. Not surprisingly, the novice 

shooters who had the largest mean number of missed shots (MNov = 7.63, MInt = 5.86, MEx = 

3.45), also scored lower than the other two skill-lever shooters. Likewise, the intermediate 

shooters scored higher than the novice shooters (MNov = 1.85, MInt = 2.94, MEx = 4.39). Visual 

occlusion interacted with skill level on both variables; missed shots and shooting accuracy (see 
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Figures 13 and 21). Overall, shooters were more accurate under the full vision condition than the 

occluded vision condition, and the expert shooters were more accurate in both visual conditions 

than the other skill-level shooters. All skill-level shooters faced a decrement of shooting 

accuracy under the occluded vision condition relative to the full vision condition. However, the 

intermediate shooters were affected the most by visual occlusion. In fact, they displayed altered 

patterns of performance under two visual conditions; one similar to the novice shooters under the 

occluded vision condition and the other similar to the expert shooters under the full vision 

condition.  

The current findings are consistent with the marksmanship literature suggesting that the 

shooting proficiency is achieved by mastery of several shooting components (Behneman et al., 

2012; Causer et al., 2010; Era et al., 1996; Konttinen et al., 1999; Gates, 1918; Hatfield & 

Landers, 1983; Hillman et al., 2000; Mononen et al., 2007; Zatsiorsky & Aktov, 1990). For 

instance, steadiness, the ability to minimize movement during certain shooting phases, 

distinguishes skilled from unskilled shooters (Era et al., 1996; Konttinen et al., 1999; Niinimaa, 

& McAvoy 1983). An extensive evidence reveals that expert shooters keep their weapon more 

stable than novice shooters (Konttinen et al., 2000; Mononen et al., 2003; Viitasalo, et al., 1999). 

Findings of the average steadiness in the 10th score significantly distinguished shooters at three 

skill-level. This implies that a superior ability in holding the firearm stable is achieved at higher 

levels of expertise. Particularly, as skill-level develops, performers’ ability to keep the firearm 

stable improves.  

Steadiness could also affect the shooting accuracy by increasing the disposition of the 

sight alignment with the bullseye; the more fluctuation in the hand movement, the less 

maintaining of the sight alignment on the bullseye, the smaller is the likelihood of hitting an 
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accurate score. Sight alignment as a component of aiming in shooting performance is assumed to 

be an essential source of visual information for an accurate aiming task (Charles & Copay, 2003; 

Chung & Delacruz, 2006; Goonetilleke et al., 2009; Maxey, 1984). Centering the front sight in 

relationship to the rear sight must be maintained during the aiming phase because getting off by a 

fraction of an inch decreases the probability to hit the target (Chung & Delacruz, 2006). 

Acquiring a uniform performance depends on the gradual integration of essential factors through 

many years of practice, where the motor and cognitive mechanisms accompany exceptional 

performance (Ericsson, 2014). The current study’s findings under the full vision condition are 

consistent with findings using the expert-novice paradigm (Konttinen et al., 2000; Mononen et 

al., 2003; Viitasalo, Era, et al., 1999) emphasizing advanced proficiency of shooting by experts. 

Thus, the current findings are not surprising, yet support the principles of expert performance 

(Deakin, & Cobley, 2003; Ericsson, 2003; Gobet & Charness, 2006; Ward et al., 2004).  

Under the occluded vision condition, when the information received from the target, 

sights, and hand positioning were removed, the shooters were tested on how firmly they could 

keep the firearm and hand positioning stable in the absence of visual feedback. Given the small 

size of the target, which was situated in a 10-meter simulated distance from the shooters, 

maintaining the sight alignment became a serious challenge.  In fact, even a minor hand 

movement could lead the shooters to miss the target. The drastic decrement of accuracy under 

the occluded vision condition endorses the importance of visual information in maintaining the 

hand and firearm positioning around the bullseye stable. Nonetheless, a greater decrement of 

shooting accuracy among the novice and intermediate shooters than the expert shooters 

propounds a noteworthy point that may need to be considered. Although the internal monitoring 

of a task is more crucial than the external feedback (Notebaert et al., 2009; Kluger & DeNisi, 
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1996), the type of sensory feedback which better benefit performance of different skill-levels has 

been studied less often. The current finding suggests that the visual information at the high level 

of expertise may not be as critical as it is at the inferior level.  In fact, the role of visual feedback 

in maintaining the hand and aiming sights stable may depend upon the skill-level.   

Chase and Simon’s (1973) argument about the acquisition of expert performance and the 

domain-specific knowledge of the task, infers that the intermediate shooters have attained the 

fundamental and basic knowledge of the shooting performance, but not the advanced knowledge 

required for performing at the superior levels. For instance, under the occluded vision condition, 

the intermediate shooters might be using an undeveloped lower cognitive processing 

representation identical to the novice shooters, while under the full vision condition, they would 

be implementing a higher processing representation approximating the expert shooters’ 

representation. The intermediate shooters’ performance is related to the contemporary stages of 

skill acquisition competencies they have retained for different skill requirements (Adams, 1971; 

Anderson, 1982; Schmidt & Lee, 2014). For instance, performing with access to visual feedback 

is a well-learned situation where they have adequately practiced it to integrate all motor and 

cognitive requirements for a successful shooting performance. However, performing in the 

absence of visual feedback provokes different alternative mechanisms which they have not 

sufficiently acquired yet.  

Accuracy estimation 

Perceptual anticipation is crucial when a prediction of future positioning at the time of 

execution is required (Shea, 1980). Perceptual anticipation has broadly been investigated in the 

sports settings, specifically in dynamic sports. The predictive information obtained by the 

performer on the opponent has been tested as a measure of anticipation skill (e.g., Huys et al., 
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2009; Tenenbaum et al., 2000; Williams et al., 2002). In 96 trials performed in this study, 

shooters were asked to report their performance and to estimate the outcome of their shots. The 

expert shooters scored higher in both actual performance and the estimations under both visual 

conditions. Estimating more accurately than other shooters is an indication of an advanced 

confidence, proficiency, and anticipatory decision (Chan 1992; Jackson & Mogan, 2007; 

Tenenbaum, Levy-Kolker, Sade, Lieberman, & Lidor, 1996). Intermediate shooters, however, 

estimated their scores as low as the novice shooters in both occluded and full vision conditions. 

Although the intermediate shooters were better than the novice shooters in the actual 

performance, they displayed an identical mental representation of the shooting task to the novice 

shooters. This implies that mental representation of the shooting task in the absence of visual 

feedback is not well developed and thus may not allow controlling and monitoring the task under 

such a cognitive load as the expert shooters’ did.  

Radial and angular error 

The radial error (RE) has been considered as the difference between actual and estimated 

errors from the bullseye. The angular error (θ) indicated the directional error between actual 

(AC) and estimated (ES) scores, and the actual error (AcE) was the linear distance between AC 

and ES scores. Three types of errors were computed to quantify the extent to which shooting 

skill-level is related to performance errors’ awareness. The error’s magnitude indicates the 

existence of a conflict derived from contrasting the actual and estimated performance (Adams, 

1971; Botvinick et al., 2001; Carter et al., 1998; Dehaene et al., 1994; Miltner et al., 1997; 

Rabbitt 1966). Overall, shooters could detect performance errors under the full vision condition 

more accurately than when the visual feedback was removed under the occluded condition. 

Expert shooters estimated the RE and AcE with the most accuracy under both visual conditions 

relative to other skill-level shooters. For all types of errors, the intermediate shooters expressed 
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the least awareness of performance error under the occluded vision condition relative to the other 

skill-level shooters. Under the full vision condition, however, the novice shooters were the least 

accurate. Surprisingly, in detecting the direction of error, the intermediate shooters revealed the 

most accurate awareness of errors under the full vision condition and the least awareness to error 

under the occluded vision condition than the other skill-level shooters. Taking all together, the 

intermediate shooters were more affected by removing visual feedback than the other skill-level 

shooters. 

This result implies that although the intermediate shooters scored similarly to the novice 

shooters, their mental representation of the task was not proficiently developed to carry out the 

task similar to the high-skill shooters. In the full vision condition, however, the magnitude of the 

radial error for the intermediate and the novice shooters has been reversed. Specifically, the 

novice shooters displayed the greatest magnitude of the radial error while the intermediate 

shooters’ error shrunk to the expert shooters’ scores. The Cohen’s d values across the visual 

conditions also confirmed that the intermediate shooters were the ones who suffered the most 

from the visual feedback removal. The current findings suggest that awareness of performance 

errors is an anticipatory skill related to skill-level. Shooters at a high level of expertise acquire a 

complex and detailed representation of the task which allows comparison of the executed task 

with the actual pattern stored in LTWM. The mental comparison results in sensing the 

discrepancies between two patterns (i.e., perceived task and the actual task) and signaling the 

error to the higher-level information processing (Schmidt & Lee, 2014). Detecting errors, 

consequently, enables more accurate estimation of the shooting outcome and making finer 

adjustments when needed. Prediction of upcoming events or opponent’s movements were studied 

extensively in dynamic sports under the concept of anticipation as a discrete cognitive skill 
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distinguishing skilled and novice performers (Abernethy & Russell, 1987; North, Ward, 

Ericsson, & Williams, 2011; Shim, Chow, Carlton, & Chae, 2005; Tenenbaum et al., 1996; 

Williams, 2000). In this study, I propose error-detection as an anticipatory skill in self-paced 

sports/tasks where awareness to performance error signifies predictive skills, which provide 

information for making further task adjustments.  

Processing feedback is an essential cognitive component in the acquisition of error-

detection (Schmidt & Lee, 2014) and in achieving expertise in any field (Ericsson, Krampe, & 

Tesch-Römer, 1993). An effective feedback mechanism increases subjects’ awareness of 

performance on the executed task (Miltner, Braun, & Coles, 1997; Rabbitt, 1966), and advances 

the representations of the actual task in light of LTWM theory (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995).  

Comparison of error awareness between two substantially different skill-levels (e.g., experts and 

novices) confirms the lack of adequate representations of the task among novice shooters, who 

failed to represent an accurate awareness of performance error under both visual conditions. On 

the other hand, the expert shooters’ error-awareness demonstrated that expert performers have 

more detailed representations of task-relevant information stored in long-term memory (LTM); 

they also have access to more options to facilitate monitoring, controlling, evaluating, or 

anticipating both the situation and their actions (Ericsson et al., 2000; Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995; 

Ericsson & Ward, 2007). This idea is supported by the extensive research in anticipatory skills 

that distinguishes between skilled and novice performers (Abernethy & Russell, 1987; North, 

Ward, Ericsson, & Williams, 2011; Shim, Chow, Carlton, & Chae, 2005; Tenenbaum, 2003; 

Tenenbaum et al., 1996; Williams, 2000).  

An exciting finding of the current study involves the behaviors of the intermediate 

shooters. In all three types of error, visual condition interacted with skill-level, implying that the 
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intermediate shooters were more severely affected by the absence of visual feedback. Shooters at 

this skill level displayed a degree of error-awareness like the expert shooters under the full vision 

condition, whereas under the occluded vision condition this ability dramatically dropped and 

approached that of novice shooters. A plausible explanation for these observations could be 

related to the type of feedback, which provides more details for the representation of the shooting 

task through different sources. This may also suggest that alternative mechanisms are activated 

during each visual condition via different sources of feedback. Applying LTWM theory 

(Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995), it can be inferred that, relying on visual feedback, the intermediate 

shooters have acquired sufficient relevant and detailed knowledge of their shooting performance. 

When the visual information was available, the intermediate shooters could access a clear mental 

representation of the task, monitor it, and find the plausible conflicts with the actual 

performance. However, performing in the absence of visual feedback requires them to retrieve 

information from other sources (e.g., internal or proprioceptive), which would be an undeveloped 

representation akin to that performed by novice shooters. The ability is advanced by practice, to 

the point where the performers attain a detailed, relevant, up-to-date knowledge of the task, 

where controlling the task becomes more internal (Schmidt & Lee, 2014; Schmidt & White, 

1972). Scientific evidence shows that experienced shooters rely less on visual information for the 

position adjustments (Mason et al., 1990; Viitasalo et al., 1999), but focus instead on the 

importance of internal or proprioceptive feedback required for awareness of performance error 

(Adams, 1971; Schmidt & Lee 2014).  

Reaction time 

One other factor measured in this study that could be related to the magnitude of the 

errors was reaction time (RT). Reaction time in both visual conditions changed as a function of 

the blocks’ sequence; RT was faster as the study went on. Expert shooters reacted equally well 
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under both visual conditions, while the intermediate and the novice shooters performed faster in 

the full vision condition than in the occluded vision condition. A negative correlation was found 

between shooting scores and  RT for the expert shooters which was significant under the full 

vision condition (rocc = -0.50, rFull = -0.56, pFull = 0.052), but was very weak for the intermediate 

shooters (rocc = -0.08, rFull = -0.28) and almost zero for the novice shooters (rocc = 0.09, rFull = -

0.05). In other words, at a higher skill-level, the more time spent after aiming, the more the 

shooting scores declined. This might give rise to speculation that the more accurate performance 

of expert shooters is related to maintaining the hand and firearm positioning stable for a shorter 

time. However, some studies have shown that fluctuation in aiming stability decreases in the 

shorter times when it is preceding the trigger time (e.g., see Cheng-Kang Yuan & Yung-Hui Lee, 

1997). More research is needed to draw a solid conclusion about cognitive mechanisms of 

reaction time and performance accuracy.   

Verbal report protocols 

Verbal report analyses are used to study the thought processing underpinning specific 

perceptual-cognitive tasks in a variety of domains (Ericsson, 2006; Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995; 

North et al., 2011). Moreover, Tenenbaum and Summers (1997) proposed a chronometric model 

of perception-action linkage in which the perception of one cognitive skill, such as decision-

making in sports settings, traditionally consists of studying different factors such as sensation, 

perception, attention, memory, and problem-solving. Applying the verbal report protocol in 

Tenenbaum and Summer’s (1997) model, we predicted that in recalling the thought processing of 

error-detection, shooters would verbalize a chronometric sequence of thoughts, which would 

lead to uncovering thought processing behind the awareness of performance error in shooting. As 

mentioned in Chapter Two, the predicted chronometry of error-detection would include  
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(a) recalling previously encoded sequences of the task that were categorized in the 

monitoring task sequences (MTS) category, such as body positioning (BP), or 

target recognition (TR). 

(b) reporting the perceived sequence of the executed task that was categorized in the 

MTS category, such as firearm positioning (FP). 

 (c) making a comparison between encoded and executed task and detection of an error 

that was categorized in the error-detection (ED) category. 

(d) reporting the source of sensory information that signaled the error, such as 

proprioceptive feedback (PF), or visual feedback (VF).  

(e) estimating the placement of the shot, such as anticipation (A).  

We expected that retrospective verbal reports would reflect the more verbalized thoughts 

from the advanced structures (e.g., awareness of the error and estimating of the outcome of 

shots) by higher skill-level shooters, while more stated thoughts concerning the primary 

structures (e.g., the previously encoded sequence of the task) were expected from those at lower 

skill level shooters. We also predicted more frequent reports of internal feedback in detecting 

performance error from the expert shooters as well as more reports of estimation of the outcome. 

We expected that experts would be better at executing these cognitive steps, thus leading to 

superior error detection. 

Overall, 2379 statements were coded and used for the analyses. Of these, 50.61% were 

reported under the full vision condition and 49.39% under the occluded vision condition. The 

expert shooters reported more thoughts under the occluded vision condition than did those in 

other skill levels. The descriptive analyses of the verbal reports suggested that shooters at all 

skill-levels reported more thoughts in the monitoring task (MTS) and error-detection (ED) 
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categories than others. Also, the number of segmented and coded statements in these two 

categories for those at the higher skill levels was more than those coming from the lower skill-

level. The novice shooters verbalized more thoughts reflecting distractions (D), as well physical 

and technical impairment caused by time (T) than did other skill level shooters. The intermediate 

shooters reported more thoughts reflecting an adjustment in the perceived error (EC) than did 

other skill-level shooters. More detailed analyses of verbal reports also revealed that low skill- 

level shooters recalled more thoughts concerning the body positioning (BP), while concentrating 

on study’s procedure (SP) and firearm positioning were more evident among the higher skill-

level shooters. Among the ED subcategories, the high skill-level shooters reported more 

statements concerning awareness of performance error through both internal and physical 

feedback (PF) than did the low-level shooters, under both visual conditions. Inclusively, the data 

were consistent with the predicted sequence of thought processing relevant to error-decision, 

which were addressed earlier. The current findings support our prediction in that skilled shooters 

were expected to report more thoughts from the higher-level processes (e.g., awareness of the 

error and estimating of the outcome of shots), while novice shooters were expected to report 

more thoughts concerning the lower-level processes (e.g., previously encoded sequences of the 

task). 

The greater number of statements recalled by those at superior skill-levels confirms more 

encoded and stored knowledge of the task and appropriate use of LTWM for each sequence of 

the proposed thought processing.The current observations also indicate where each group of 

shooters allocated most of their attention during the execution of the task. For instance, Chung 

and Delacruz (2006) explained that a successful triggering task requires fine motor control on the 

trigger finger, which would develop over time. ‘Squeeze, don’t pull the trigger’ is a fundamental 
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skill taught in shooting training (Anderson, 1982; Maxey, 1984). As the pressure on the trigger 

increases, the larger the aiming error that will occur (Cuccarese, et al., 1988). Recalling more 

thoughts relevant to the firearm and trigger control by those at the superior skill level 

acknowledges the fact that trigger control and awareness of the required pressure is an advanced 

skill in shooting proficiency achieved at the higher level of expertise.  

Expert shooters also reported the most number of responses concerning anticipation of 

the outcome under both visual conditions. This implies that the expert shooters displayed an 

efficient use of the available feedback (i.e., visual or proprioceptive) in predicting their 

performance and detecting errors. This observation is congruent with the findings of the angular 

error in this study, where the expert shooters displayed the least amount of directional error 

under both visual conditions. Moreover, it provides empirical support for anticipatory skills, 

where skilled performers showed a greater ability to perceive and evaluate the situational and 

technical cues than their unskilled peers (North, Ward, Ericsson, & Williams, 2011; Shim, 

Carlton, Chow, & Chae, 2005; Ward, Williams, & Bennett, 2002; Williams, 2000). Successful 

anticipation of performance or upcoming events is attributable to the existence of complex 

retrieval structures which allow performers to perceive the executed task from the short-term 

memory, retrieve and evaluate it via the encoded and stored knowledge of the task (LTWM, 

Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995), estimate the outcome, and make adjustments when possible. This 

process is generated fast and efficiently by skilled performers who have extensive task-specific 

retrieval structures, (Ericsson, & Kintsch, 2000; Williams, Eccles, Ford, & Ward, 2010).  A clear 

example of this processes was evident in the current study by more statements reported by the 

expert shooters on firearm recognition (FR) and anticipation (A) thoughts in contrast to the lower 

skill-level of shooters who reported more body positioning (BP) and target recognition (TR) 
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thoughts. This is also aligned with processes which are essential for specific domain performance 

in a specific (e.g., option-generation processing; Raab, & Johnson, 2007; Ward et al., 2011).  

One other objective of this study was to determine whether marksmen of different skill 

levels use different sources of feedback to monitor their performance. The expert shooters 

reported more thoughts noticing an error through internal or physical feedback than did those in 

other skill-levels under both visual conditions. Moreover, both intermediate and novice shooters 

reported more awareness of performance error under the full vision condition (see Figure 43 for 

the interaction effect of the ED by visual condition and skill-level). This finding assures that 

shooters at each skill level develop an accurate representation of the shooting attained via 

specific sources of feedback (i.e., internal or external, proprioceptive or visual), which becomes 

more complex as the expertise level advances.  

In conclusion, the findings suggest that high-level shooters rely less on visual information 

to detect performance error. The mental representation for error-detection is different at lower 

levels of expertise. The findings herein suggest a “specified feedback-demand at each skill-

level”, in that the type of feedback must be prioritized consistent with the individual’s skill level 

and knowledge base and structure. At the inferior skill levels, the most prominent type of 

feedback is that received from outside (e.g., visual feedback). Expert performers, on the other 

hand, can encode and store additional information that is retrieved from other sources than the 

visual ones, mainly from internal feedback. Once the mental representation of the task becomes 

more complex and enriched at the higher levels of expertise, the awareness of performance 

would be made through alternative sources and would be less affected by missing information. 

The current findings point to an important implication: the type of sport (i.e., dynamic or self-

paced sports) and skill-level are critical in speculating which source of feedback would better 
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benefit performers to detect performance errors and anticipate the outcome. This can assist in 

planning and designing effective training for the low skill-level shooters in developing 

anticipatory skills. 

Error-Related Negativity 

The covert paradigm of error-detection in shooting performance was monitored through 

the brain activation during the shooting task. The error-related-negativity (ERN)is an ERP 

component elicited during the error trials relevant to the correct trials. We assumed that the 

awareness of performance would be represented as a perceived conflict between an executed task 

and the actual representation of the task and elicit the ERN component when a performance error 

is detected. We predicted that the ERN would be more negative during the missed or the less 

accurate shots than the accurate shots. We also expected that the expert shooters’ ERN would be 

more negative than that of the intermediate and novice shooters under both visual conditions. To 

begin with, explaining an experimental factor would be worthwhile. In the cognitive 

neuroscience studies examining the ERN through laboratory tasks, there are two distinct 

responses: one error and one correct response. The ERN component is supposed to be generated 

when a subject detects a mismatch between the correct and error responses (Carter et al., 1998; 

Yeung et al., 2004). While in the current study, applying the idea to a real-world task, 

participants were asked to perceive the shooting performance error along with a continuum of 

responses ranging from a missed (0) to a bullseye (10) scores. The response conditions (i.e., 

accurate condition vs. less accurate condition) should include an equal number of trials. Hence, 

we defined different criteria for each skill-level to this aim. For instance, scores from 1-7 were 

considered as less accurate trials for the expert shooters, while each could activate the ERN 

component differently (see Table 4). A potential concern with this grouping would be a 
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combined effect (of accurate and less accurate) in each condition that technically could cancel 

out one another’s effect. Regardless, we found interesting results that are discussed here.  

Overall, the ERN component was elicited for all three skill-levels at the FCCz, with 

varied peak amplitudes increased as a function of skill-level. We found a significant main effect 

for the accuracy condition. Although the accurate trials elicited more negativity than the less 

accurate trials, the limitation of the study justifies this observation. The accurate condition 

encompassed ranges of accuracy that could provoke some awareness as a result. Both accuracy 

and visual conditions significantly interacted with skill-level. The ERN negativity was 

significantly larger under the full vision condition than the occluded vision condition among the 

novice shooters. Recalling their behavioral results, the most accurate scores for the novice 

shooters took place during the full vision condition when they had fewer missed shots; 

dNovMissed_Occ_Full = 4.09, and higher scores; dNovScores_Occ_Full = 2.03 relevant to the occluded 

condition. They could comparatively be aware of the disposition of the hand and sight 

alignments when they could observe and detect the error. Therefore, for those at lower skill level, 

the ERN would hypothetically be generated more negatively when the visual feedback was 

available, and they could observe the error from hand positioning. In contrast, the expert shooters 

expressed more sensitivity to awareness of performance error and generated more negative ERN 

components than the other skill-level shooters under both visual conditions (dEx_Int_LA = 0.58, dEx-

Nov_ LA = 0.78). However, it only approached a significant level with the novice shooters’ ERN 

and only under the occluded vision condition. This implies less reliance of the expert shooters 

than novice shooters on visual feedback relative to detecting performance error.  

Considering the behavioral results and the success rates, under the full vision condition, 

the expert shooters had far fewer missed shots and scored higher than the novice shooters. 
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Therefore, the expert shooters with less error during the full vision condition elicited less 

negativity of the ERN component relevant to the occluded condition. Also, in the verbal report 

analyses, expert shooters were the only group reporting more statements regarding the awareness 

of the error during the occluded vision than the full vision condition. This implies that the expert 

shooters were able to detect the performance error using other sources of feedback than visual, 

whereas the novice shooters reported more awareness of error when they had access to the visual 

feedback and generated larger negativity of the ERN under the full vision.  

Consistent with mismatch theory (Bernstein et al., 1995), the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is 

the potential evaluative region of the brain responsible for detecting conflicts, which has been 

supported widely in both ERP and fMRI studies (Carter, et al., 1998; Falkenstein et al., 2000, 

2001; Holroyd & Coles, 2002; Yeung et al., 2004). The ERN component was measured at the 

FCCz channel, which is one of the central channels recording the brain activation received from 

the ACC. From this perspective, the finding is consistent with previous research. We also found 

altered latencies of the ERN generated for different skill-level shooters (see Figure 51). Although 

the empirical evidence suggests that the latency of the ERN remains almost constant in a variety 

of tasks (Leuthold & Sommer, 1999), observing different latencies implies dissimilar time-

course of the ERN by each skill-level. The generation of ERN initiated at the earliest for the 

novice shooters and the last for the expert shooters. A plausible explanation for this is related to 

the alternative sources of feedback that each skill-level shooter used to detect performance error. 

One would think that information received from different sources of feedback is processed at 

different speeds. This can also be related to multiple regions of the brain that modulate error-

detection at different skill levels.  
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Conclusion, limitations, and future direction 

This study aimed at examining the cognitive mechanisms underlying error-detection in 

expert marksmanship. The role of visual and internal feedback was tested at multiple skill levels 

by covert and overt measures. Findings indicated that for detecting performance error, visual 

feedback used more than internal feedback at lower levels of expertise. As performers’ skill level 

advances, the shooters rely less on visual information to detect performance error. We propose 

that error-detection is an anticipatory skill in self-paced sports where earlier and more accurate 

awareness of error can assist in adjusting performance. Measuring awareness of performance 

error through both covert and overt measures is an essential cognitive tool for assessing expert-

novice anticipatory differences in marksmanship and other self-paced tasks. 

Consistent with the LTWM deliberate practice framework, we speculate that years of 

deliberate practice result in developing complex mental representations where appropriate 

knowledge is encoded from multiple sources of feedback. Representations allowing the use of 

visual feedback are learned at earlier stages of learning, where shooters’ performance declined in 

the absence of visual feedback and improved when it was available. Representations allowing the 

use of internal and physical feedback are developed at the higher level of expertise. Specifically, 

the data suggested that the novice shooters’ awareness of performance error depends on the 

availability of visual feedback, while the advanced shooters were less affected by visual 

feedback removal. Unfortunately, lack of sufficient empirical studies concerning the cognitive 

mechanisms relevant to the intermediate levels of expertise makes it difficult to draw a solid 

conclusion for this skill level.  

To date, this study was the first attempt in monitoring the neural bases of error-detection 

in a real-world situation which potentially limited us in the data collection and analyses phases. 
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As mentioned in the discussion of the ERP analyses, participants in this study were expected to 

detect a continuum of performance errors (i.e., shooting scores ranging from 0 to 10), rather than 

a dichotomous format (i.e. correct vs. incorrect), and therefore we grouped them as accurate and 

less accurate categories. It is therefore possible that the trials included in the “less accurate” bin 

were not “incorrect enough” to elicit a strong ERN. Increasing the total number of trials in 

addition to applying a bigger target could result in greater sensitivity of the ERN to error. 

Ultimately, the objective of expertise studies is to apply theory and research to real-world 

situations. Currently available shooting training materials do not make use of research relevant to 

the domain. One plausible reason could be the limited amount of theory-driven research 

examining perceptual-cognitive skills in expert marksmanship (Chung & Delacruz, 2006). One 

way to compensate for this shortcoming would be to generalize research findings from similar, 

but non-identical, domains to the domain of marksmanship. The current findings have important 

implications for developing anticipatory skills not only in shooting sports but in other self-paced 

sport/tasks (e.g., a putting stroke in golf, a penalty kick in soccer, or a free-throw shot in 

basketball) in which the initiation of the task is under the performer’s control. 

We introduce the possibility that training could be optimized by tailoring feedback to the 

skill level of the learner. Our results emphasize the importance of attaining a proper awareness of 

performance error through particular sources of feedback that are developed throughout the 

expertise. Explicitly, shooters at the intermediate skill-level displayed a disproportionate reliance 

on visual feedback relative to non-visual feedback. Perhaps, experimental and longitudinal 

studies are required to explore the evolution of feedback use at this particular skill level. This 

could eventually facilitate the transition of performers from the lower levels of expertise to the 

higher levels.  
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One other potential direction of future efforts can be to examine the awareness of 

performance error in other types of shooting sports, specifically those requiring a fast reaction 

time (e.g., speed shooting or moving targets). Recalling the association of RT and shooting 

scores, it is expected that the expert shooters would react faster to stable or moving targets, while 

it is unclear which source of feedback assists them in better detection of errors. Future attempts 

must examine the perceptual-cognitive processes that lead to error-correction after an error is 

detected. Earlier and more accurate correction of the errors are expected as skill increases.  

In sum, error-detection in marksmanship and other self-paced sports are very 

understudied that the time has come to investigate it systematically with more practical 

objectives that ultimately provide the instructors and learners with the full potential to acheive 

superior performance.   
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